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0.4. Abstract
The present project focuses on Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) technique which currently is one
of the most important Additive Manufacturing technologies (AM).
Nowadays additive manufacturing or 3D printing is one of the most emerging technologies which
are coming to the market with a great impact, due to its industrial rapid prototyping technique
(RP) innovation and its growing evolution within industrial area, where it has been established as
a facilitator of mass customization of end-products. In this way, AM technology can be used for
new purposes and finally enters the stage of end-product manufacturing. Several AM procedures
have evolved to carry out every requirement of the different industries thereby it allows to
manufacture end use products that can work at equivalent conditions as the manufactured using
traditional techniques.
Nevertheless, being a relatively recent means of manufacture, there is a certain lack of knowledge
on how to carry out, in a satisfactory manner, the design process to obtain the desired properties
in the manufactures object. The main difficulty in this process is not knowing clearly what
influence the different manufacturing parameters to be found in this type of technology will have
on the mechanical behaviour at the end-product.
Having said that, this work has centred on understanding the effect that these 5 factors (nozzle
diameter, layer height, fill density, speed and orientation) have on the mechanical behaviour at
pieces manufactured by FFF submitted to traction effort, with the aim of showing what
repercussion this will have on the final performance of the piece.
To carry out this task, we drew up an experimental design (DOE) based on Taguchi’s statistical
method, which permitted us to evaluate separately each factor and determine the inter-action
between them, obtaining some relevant results with a minimum number of samples, due to its
robustness. Later, we had recourse to a variance analysis (ANOVA) with the intention of
confirming which manufacturing parameters have a real influence on the mechanical behaviour of
the samples. The mechanical properties studied are Young Module, 0.2% Offset Yield Strength,
Ultimate Tensile Strength, Maximum Elongation, Resilience Module and Tenacity Module.
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El present projecte es centra en la tècnica Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), que actualment és
una de les més importants tecnologies de fabricació additiva (AM).
Avui en dia, la fabricació additiva o la impressió 3D és una de les tecnologies més emergents que
estan arribant al mercat amb un gran impacte, per la seva innovació en la tècnica de prototipat
ràpid industrial (RP) i la seva creixent evolució dins de l'àrea industrial, on s'ha establert com un
facilitador de la personalització massiva de productes finals. D'aquesta manera, la tecnologia AM
pot ser utilitzada per a nous propòsits i finalment entra en l'etapa de fabricació de productes
finals. Diversos procediments AM han evolucionat per dur a terme qualsevol requisit de les
diferents indústries per la qual cosa permet fabricar productes d'ús final que poden treballar en
condicions equivalents als fabricats amb tècniques tradicionals.
No obstant, al tractar-se d’un mètode de fabricació relativament tan recent, existeix una certa
mancança de coneixement alhora de dur a terme adequadament el procés de disseny per tal
d’assolir les propietats desitjades en l’objecte de fabricació. El motiu principal que dificulta aquest
procés, és no saber amb claredat quina influència tenen els diferents paràmetres de fabricació
dels quals disposa aquest tipus de tecnologia sobre el comportament mecànic de la peça.
Dit això, aquest treball s’ha centrat en comprendre l’efecte que tenen 5 d’aquests factors (nozzle
diameter, layer height, fill density, speed, orientation) en el comportament mecànic de peces
fabricades per FFF sotmeses a esforços de tracció, amb l’objectiu de demostrar la repercussió que
suposen en el rendiment final de la peça.
Per dur a terme aquest propòsit, s’ha realitzat un disseny experimental (DOE) basat en el mètode
estadístic de Taguchi, el qual ens ha permès avaluar independentment cada factor i distingir quina
interacció hi ha entre ells, aconseguint uns resultats rellevants amb un nombre mínim de mostres
degut a la seva robustesa. Posteriorment s’ha recorregut a un anàlisis de variància (ANOVA) amb
la intenció de confirmar quins paràmetres de fabricació comporten una influència real sobre el
comportament mecànic de les mostres.
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El presente proyecto se centra en la técnica Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF), que actualmente es
una de las más importantes tecnologías de fabricación aditiva (AM).
Hoy en día, la fabricación de aditiva o la impresión 3D es una de las tecnologías más emergentes
que están llegando al mercado con un gran impacto, debido a su innovación en la técnica de
prototipado rápido industrial (RP) y su creciente evolución dentro del área industrial, donde se ha
establecido como un facilitador de la personalización masiva de productos finales. De esta
manera, la tecnología AM puede ser utilizada para nuevos propósitos y finalmente entra en la
etapa de fabricación de productos finales. Varios procedimientos AM han evolucionado para
llevar a cabo cualquier requisito de las diferentes industrias por lo que permite fabricar productos
de uso final que pueden trabajar en condiciones equivalentes a los fabricados con técnicas
tradicionales.
No obstante, al tratarse de un método de fabricación relativamente tan reciente, existe una cierta
falta de conocimiento en el momento de llevar a cabo adecuadamente el proceso de diseño para
alcanzar las propiedades deseadas en el objeto de fabricación. El motivo principal que dificulta
este proceso, es no saber con claridad qué influencia tienen los diferentes parámetros de
fabricación de los que dispone este tipo de tecnología sobre el comportamiento mecánico de la
pieza.
Dicho esto, este trabajo se ha centrado en comprender el efecto que tienen 5 de estos factores
(nozzle diameter, layer height, hijo density, speed, orientation) en el comportamiento mecánico
de piezas fabricadas por FFF sometidas a esfuerzos de tracción, con el objetivo de demostrar la
repercusión que suponen en el rendimiento final de la pieza
Para llevar a cabo este propósito, se ha realizado un diseño experimental (DOE) basado en el
método estadístico de Taguchi, el cual nos ha permitido evaluar independientemente cada factor
y distinguir qué interacción hay entre ellos, consiguiendo unos resultados relevantes con un
número mínimo de muestras debido a su robustez. Posteriormente se ha recurrido a un análisis
de varianza (ANOVA) con la intención de confirmar qué parámetros de fabricación comportan una
influencia real sobre el comportamiento mecánico de las muestras.
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1. Introduction
This chapter explains the motivation which has carried out the development of this research
work, as well as the objectives to achieve.

1.1. Motivations
Additive manufacturing has created a lot of interest in a large variety of technological ambits due
to the revolutionary manufacturing technique it uses. Its process consists in producing physical 3D
representations created from design archives assisted by computer (CAD), through a 3D printer
which deposits its material layer by layer in a controlled way where it is necessary in order to give
shape to the end-product.
This new manufacturing concept offers a broad range of possibilities in contrast to conventional
techniques: versatility in design, flexibility and rapid prototyping which allows for continuous
improvements in design, reduced production costs since it does without intermediary processes
like now the production of tools, customization and exclusivity of design, creation of geometries
that would be impossible to obtain with other types of techniques, such as geometries of hollow
pieces and lastly but no less important, a lower environmental impact since it produces practically
no waste and therefore production also becomes more environmentally friendly.
Despite all this, the opportunities that AM has to offer are being relatively tempered due to all the
various technical challenges that have to be met in order to establish itself as a real alternative to
the manufacture of end-products.
Some of these obstacles are related to the quality of the printing of the article, where the lack of
knowledge between the manufacturing parameters and the influence these have on the
mechanical behaviour of the piece provokes certain doubts at the time of drawing the product so
that it may comply with the specifications demanded by the client.
For this reason, this project has centred on studying the mechanical behaviour of manufactured
pieces through FFF submitted to traction, with the aim of finding a relation which may
characterize the influence of the manufacturing parameters on the mechanical behaviour of the
pieces so that the design may be elaborated from a particular criterion.
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1.2. Objectives of the study
The main object of this work is based on the study of the mechanical properties of the samples
produced by FFF, which will be submitted to traction force. Consequently, we intent to discover
the pattern and/or the criteria to follow at the time of specifying the most efficient form of
manufacturing end-products that would be used in similar working situations. These samples will
be manufactured with the AM machine with FFF BCN3D technology, using polylactic acid (PLA) as
manufacturing material. This proposal involves carrying out the following tasks:



Analysing the present state of 3D printing, as well as investigating and evaluating those
studies that refer to the mechanical behaviour of samples manufactured by FFF.



From the above exhaustive analysis, select those manufacturing parameters that have a
greater influence on the mechanical properties of the samples related to traction forces.



Work out an experimental design based on Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement according
to pre-established parameters as well as the range of variation they incorporate.



Manufacturing the necessary tube to carry out the traction tests according to the
specifications defined in the procedure.



Determine experimentally the mechanical properties of the material.



Determine those manufacturing factors that become more relevant in the influence of the
mechanical behaviour of the samples manufactured using FFF and submitted to traction
according to the results obtained.



To reach conclusions on the appropriate values of the different parameters to be used
during the fabrication of the pieces to obtain the best mechanical properties.
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2. Fundamentals of 3D
Printing Technology
2.1. Definition of 3D Printing
The terms additive manufacturing and 3D printing describe production processes in which a solid
3D structure is produced layer by layer by the deposition of suitable materials via an additive
manufacturing machine. In contrast to other manufacturing procedures, such as machining and
stamping that fabricate products by removing materials from a larger stock or sheet of material,
AM creates the final shape by adding materials.
The entire AM process includes the digital development of a computerized 3D model or data set
containing the complete geometrical information, as well as the transformation of the data into a
physical model.
2.2. Chronology of additive manufacturing Technology
2.2.1. Technological inventions and patents
The early roots of AM technology go back to 19th century techniques of photosculpture and
topography. As early as 1859, François Willème developed a process to create a three
dimensional representation of an object by simultaneously capturing image data with 24 different
cameras, one every 15 degrees. In April 1890, Joseph E. Blanther filed a patent on manufacturing
contour relief-maps by using different layers of wax plates. These examples of early 3D printing
forerunners provide a first backdrop for the developments of the past 50 years.
The history of modern AM, however, begins with the advent of the main 3D printing techniques,
namely laser sintering processes, stereolithography and fused deposition modelling in the late
1980s. Table 2.1 displays a chronological timeline of the most important AM patents that have
been filed between 1979 and 2000, while this overview is non-exhaustive, it indicates the major
inventions and developments in the field.
Hideo Kodama of Nagoya Municipal Industrial Research Institute published the first article about a
functional photopolymer rapid prototyping system in 1981. In 1984, Charles W. Hull invented the
technique of stereolithography, which uses a laser to selectively harden a layer of plastic in a pool
of fluid base material. The patent for this idea was issued in 1986. In the same year, Hull founded
the company 3D Systems, which is to date one of the global players and pioneers in the 3D
printing market. In 1992, 3D Systems started to sell their first machines that enabled end-users to
use stereolithography in order to produce prototypes of complex parts faster than with
conventional methods.
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Patent No

Name

Issued Date

Inventor(s)

Original Assignee

US4247508 A

Molding process

3.12.1986

Ross F. Housholder

US4575330 A

Apparatus for
production of three
dimensional objects
by stereolithography
Method and
apparatus for
producing parts by
selective sintering
Method for
production of threedimensional objects
by stereolithography
Computer assisted
design and
manufacture
Apparatus and
method for creating
three-dimensional
objects
Vessel for holding
building material,
smoothing member
for forming uniform
coating over
previous layer,
means to apply
pattern of
synergistic
stimulation to form
Three-dimensional
printing techniques

11.03.1986

Charles W. Hull

Hico Western
Products Co
Uvp, Inc

11.03.1989

Carl R. Deckard

Board Of Regents,
The University of
Texas System

17.10.2006

Selective Laser
Sintering

29.05.1990

Charles W. Hull

3D Systems, Inc.

29.05.2007

Stereolithography

12.03.1991

Charles W. Hull,
Charles W. Lewis

3D Systems, Inc.

18.04.2008

Stereolithography

09.06.1992

S. Scott Crump

Stratasys, Inc.

30.10.2009

Fused Deposition
Modelling

29.12.1992

Thomas A. Almquist,
Borzo Modrek, Paul
F. Jacobs, Charles
W. Lewis, Mark A.
Lewis, Abraham
Liran

3D Systems, Inc.

29.09.2009

Stereolithography

20.04.1993

Massachusetts
Institute Of
Technology

20.04.2010

3D Printing
(3DPTM)

Increasing the useful
range of cationic
photoinitiators in
stereolithography
Process of support
removal for fused
deposition
modelling

27.02.1996

Cima, M., Sachs, E,
Fan, T, Bredt, J,
Michaels, S,
Khanuja, S,
Lauder,A, Lee, S,
Brancazio,D,
Curodeau, A,
Tuerck, H.
Eugene V. Sitzmann,
Russell F. Anderson,
Darryl K. Barnes

AlliedSignal Inc.

27.06.2014

Stereolithography

Stratasys, Inc.

02.06.20014

Fused Deposition
Modelling

Additive fabrication
apparatus and
method
Apparatus and
method for making
three-dimensional
articles using bursts
of droplets
Thermal
stereolithography
Apparatus and
method for thermal
normalization in
three-dimensional

25.06.1996

University of
Southern California

03.02.2015

Fused Deposition
Modelling

US4863538 A

USA4929402 A

US4999143 A

US5121329 A

US5174931 A

US5204055 A

US5494618 A

US5503785 A

US5529471 A

US5572431 A

US5569349 A
US5572431 A

02.04.1996

S. Scott Crump,
James W. Comb,
William R.
Priedeman, Jr,
Robert L. Zinniel
Behrokh Khoshevis

Expiration
date
08.08.2004

Category
Selective Laser
Sintering
Stereolithography

10.09.1996

Herbert E.
Menhennett, Robert
B. Brown

Bpm Technology,
Inc.

19.10.2014

Fused Deposition
Modelling

29.10.1996

Thomas A. Almquist,
Dennis R, Smalley
Steven R. Abrams,
James U. Korein,
Vijay Srinivasan,
Konstantinos

3D Systems, Inc.

29.10.2013

Stereolithography

Stratasys, Inc.

24.12.2013

05.11.1996
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US5597520 A

US5597589 A

article
manufacturing
Simultaneous
multiple layer curing
in stereolithography

Tarabanis
28.01.1997

Apparatus for
producing parts by
selective sintering
Method of making a
three dimensional
object by
stereolithography
Method of making a
three-dimensional
object by
stereolithography
Rapid and accurate
production of
stereolithography
parts

28.01.1997

US5637169 A

Method of building
three dimensional
objects with sheets

10.06.1997

US5639070 A

Method of
producing a part
from a powder
Recoating of
stereolithographic
layers

17.06.1997

US5733497 A

Selective laser
sintering with
composite plastic
material

31.03.1998

US5762856 A

Lamination by
solidifying a
radiation exposed
photopolymer
Method and system
for producing
complex-shape
objects

09.06.1998

US5609812 A

US5609813 A

US5610824 A

US5651934 A

US6046426 A

Dennis R. Smalley,
Thomas J. Vorgitch,
Chris R. Manners,
Charles W. Hull,
Stacie L. VanDorin,
Less.
Carl R. Deckard

11.03.1997

Craig M. Childers,
Charles W. Hull

11.03.1997

Joseph W. Allison,
Dennis R. Smalley,
Charles W. Hull,
Paul F. Jacobs
Wayne A. Vinson,
Frank F. Little,
Wolfgang
Schwarzinger, Mark
A. Lewis, Yehoram
Uziel, Robert T.
Pitjlak, Stuart T.
Spence
Charles W. Hull,
Paul F. Jacobs, Kris
A. Schmidt, Dennis
R. Smalley, Wayne
A. Vinson
Carl R. Deckard

11.03.1997

29.07.1997

04.04.2000

Thomas A. Almquist,
Charles W. Hull,
Borzo Modrek, Paul
F. Jacobs, Charles
W. Lewis, Adam L.
Cohen, Stuart T.
Spence, Hop D.
Nguyen
Kevin P. McAlea,
Paul F. Forderhase,
Mark E. Ganninger,
Frederic W. Kunig,
Angelo J. Magistro
Charles W. Hull

Francisco P.
Jeantette, David M.
Keicher, Joseph A.
Romero, Lee P.
Schanwald

Smalley et al.

28.01.2014

Stereolithography

Board Of Regents,
The University Of
Texas System
3D Systems, Inc.

28.01.2014

Selective Laser
Sintering

11.03.2014

Stereolithography

3D Systems, Inc.

11.03.2014

Stereolithography

3D Systems, Inc.

11.03.2014

Stereolithography

3D Systems, Inc.

10.06.2014

Board Of Regents,
The University Of
Texas System
3D Systems, Inc.

17.06.2014

Selective Laser
Sintering

29.07.2014

Stereolithographic

Dtm Corporation

20.03.2014

Selective Laser
Sintering

3D Systems

09.06.2015

Stereolithography

Sandia Corporation

08.07.2016

Laser Engineered
Net Shaping
(LENS)

Table 2.1: Most important patents in the AM area [3]
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Ross F. Housholder was the first person to file a patent on a powder-based laser sintering process
in 1979. In 1986, Carl R. Decard filed a patent named “Method and apparatus for producing parts
by selective sintering” (Deckard, 1989). This technology enabled the use of materials other than
polymers for AM procedures, among them metals and a number of different thermoplastics. Soon
after, Deckard and his research team founded the company Nova Automation. In 1989, they
named Nova Automation to DTM Corporation in reference to the term “desktop manufacturing”.
IN the same year, DTM Corporation started selling the first commercial selective laser sintering
(SLS) machines called Mod A and Mod B. In August 2001, DTM Corporation was acquired by 3D
Systems (3D Systems, 2001).
Another approach to producing three-dimensional object from digital files was patented in 1993
by a group of researchers around Michael Cima and Emanuel Sachs of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (Cima, 1995). Called “3D printing”, this approach uses a powdered base material
that is selectively fused together by jetting a binder into the powder bed. The name alludes to the
3rd dimension that is added to the traditional flat – 2D – printing. MIT licensed 3D Printing to a
number of companies for application in various areas such a medical, prototyping and
manufacturing. The most widely known spin-off was ZCorporation, short ZCorp, which developed
the first full-colour 3D printer. In 2012, 3D Systems acquired ZCorp (3D Systems, 2012).

2.2.2 Sketching an emerging landscape of Applications
In the beginning, 3D printing technology was mainly used for rapid prototyping process in
engineering- related industries such as aviation and automotive. Since its first appearance around
30 years ago, however, the technology has advanced significantly resulting in abundance of use
cases and applications. Especially the expiration of certain patents that were issued in the 1980s
and 1990s caused new innovators and companies to enter the 3D printing market with the
invention to unleash the technology’s full potential. As the technology becomes more efficient
and effective, the possibilities for 3D printing become more diverse, dynamic and disruptive. The
table below provides a brief historical overview of technological milestones related to 3D printing.

Year
1992
1992
1992
1999
2000
2000
2001
2005

Event
Stratasys produces the first FDM 3D printer.
The first 3D printer based on stereolithography is produced by 3D Systems.
DTM produces the first selective laser sintering machine
A group of researchers of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine use
3D printing technology to create scaffolds from living cells.
Object geometries produces the first 3D inkjet printer.
ZCorp produces the first multicolour 3D printer.
Solidimension produces the first desktop 3D printer.
Dr Adrian Bowyer founds the RepRap project at the University of Bath based on
open-source collaboration.
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2006
2008
2008
2008
2008
2009
2011
2011
2012
2013

The first SLS machine becomes viable and opens the door for mass customization.
The RepRap Darwin printer is released as the first self-replicating 3D printer that
can produce most of its own components.
Stratasys produces the first biocompatible FDM material.
Shapeways launches the first 3D printing online market place.
MakerBot launches Thingiverse as another file sharing platform.
The bioprinting company Organovo produces the first 3D printing blood vessel.
Kor Ecologic unveils the first 3D-printed car called Urbee that consists of a fully 3D
printed body.
iMaterialise becomes the first 3D printing service that offers gold and silver as
printing materials.
The Dutch company LayerWise produces the first customized 3D-printed prosthetic
lower jaw.
MakerBot is acquired by Stratasys.
Table 2.2: 3D printing chronology and milestones. [3]

2.3. Technology introduction
Additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing, rapid prototyping or freeform fabrication, is
“the process of joining materials to make objects from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer, as
opposed to subtractive manufacturing methodologies” such as machining. Therefore, there is a
great variety of different types of additive manufacturing which differ according to the materials
and methods of patterning and fusing layers they employ to achieve the final result, each broadly
going through the same steps in the process (figure 2.1)
1- The starting point for any 3D printing process is a 3D digital model, which can be created
using a variety of 3D software programmes – in industry this is 3D CAD, for Makers and
Consumers there are simpler, more accessible programmes available- or scanned with a
3D scanner.
2- Obtaining Standard Tessellation Language file (STL): There are other types of files, but the
STL file is the standard for every additive manufacturing process. The STL file creation
process mainly converts the continuous geometry in the CAD file into a header, small
triangles, or coordinates triplet list of x, y and a z coordinates and the normal vector to
the triangles. As the smaller the triangles the closer it is to reality.
3- Editing and repairing .STL file: A file in STL format is not always in the best condition, some
of the most common errors are holes (the model must be unclosed, with no holes
present), faces orientation (an STL model is composed of flat faces, their orientation must
be the same and outwards). These mistakes have to be solved in order to get a readable
model by the 3D printer.
4- Transfer to AM machine and STL File Manipulation: The STL file must be converted to file
type the printer can read in order to fabricate the model, for this reason it is converted to
G-Code, programming language used to control CNC machines including the majority of
3D printers. It consists of a set of instructions that defines where machine needs to move,
how fast and what path to follow.
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5- Machine Setup: The AM machine must be properly setup prior to the building process.
Such settings would relate to the build parameters like material constraints, energy
source, layer thickness, timings, etc.
6- Build: Building the part is mainly an automated process and the machine can largely carry
on without supervision. Only superficial monitoring of the machine needs to take place at
this time to ensure no errors have taken place like running out of material, power
software glitches, etc.
7- Removal: AM machine has completed the build, the parts must be removed. This may
require interaction with the machine, which may have safety interlocks to ensure for
example that the operating temperatures are sufficiently low or that there are no actively
moving parts.
8- Post processing: Once removed from the machine parts may require an amount of
additional cleaning up before they are ready for use. Parts may be weak at this stage or
they may have supporting features that must be removed. This therefore often time
careful, experienced manual manipulation.
9- Application: Parts may now be ready to be used, even though they may also require
additional treatment before they are acceptable for use. For example, they may require
priming and painting to give an acceptable surface and finish. Treatments may be
laborious and if the finishing requirements are very demanding. They may also be
required to be assembled together with other mechanical or electronic components to
form a final model or product.

CAD model

Conversion
to .STL file
and its
repairing

G-Code
generator

Machine
Setup

Build

Removal

Post
processing

Application

Figure 2.1: Explains the hierarchical steps involved in the Generic AM process.
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2.3.1. Understanding different 3D Printing Technologies
Various AM procedures have evolved to fulfil requirements of different industries. The following
section provides an introduction to the most common AM technologies. The criterion used is to
classify these processes into liquid based, solid based and powder based.
 Processes involving a liquid
Stereolithography (SL)

Figure 2.2: Stereolithography method [21]

Stereolithography (SL) is widely recognized as the first 3D printing process; it was certainly the
first to be commercialised. SL is a laser-based process that works with photopolymer resins that
react with the laser and cure to form a solid in a very precise way to produce very accurate parts.
It is a complex process, but simply put, the photopolymer resin is held in a vat with a movable
platform inside. A laser beam is directed in X-Y axes across the surface of the resin, according to
the 3D data supplied to the machine (the .stl file), whereby the resin hardens precisely where the
laser hits the surface. Once the layer is completed, the platform within the vat drops down by a
fraction (in the Z axis) and the subsequent layer is traced out by the laser. This continues until the
entire object is completed and the platform can be raised out of the vat for removal.
Because of the nature of the SL process, it requires support structures for some parts, specifically
those with overhangs or undercuts. These structures need to be manually removed.In terms of
other post processing steps, many objects 3D printed using SL need to be cleaned and cured.
Curing involves subjecting the part to intense light in an oven-like machine to fully harden the
resin.
Stereolithography is generally accepted as being one of the most accurate 3D printing processes
with excellent surface finish.
However limiting factors include the post-processing steps required and the stability of the
materials over time, which can become more brittle.
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Digital light processing (DLP)

Figure 2.3: Digital Light Processing method [21]

DLP –or digital light processing – is a similar process to stereolithography in that it is a 3D printing
that works whit photopolymers. The major difference is the light source. DLP uses a more
conventional light source, such as an arc lamp, with a liquid crystal display panel or a deformable
mirror device (DMD) which is applied to the entire surface of the vat of photopolymer resin in
single pass, generally making it faster than SL.
Also like SL, DLP produces highly accurate parts with excellent resolution, but its similarities also
include the same requirements for support structures and post-curing. However, one advantage
of DLP over SL is that only a shallow vat of resin is required to facilitate the process, which
generally results in less waste and lower running costs.
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 Processes involving discrete particles
Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) / Selective Laser Melting (SLM)

Figure 2.4: Selective Laser Sintering/Melting method [21]

Laser sintering and laser melting are interchangeable terms that refer to a laser based 3D printing
process that works with powdered materials. The laser is traced across a powder bed of tightly
compacted powdered material, according to the 3D data fed into the machine, in the X-Y axes. As
the laser interacts with the surface of the powdered material it sinters, or fuses, the particles to
each other forming a solid. As each layer is completed the powder bed drops incrementally and a
roller smoothes the powders over the surface of the bed prior to the next pass of the laser for the
subsequent layer to be formed and fused with the previous layer.
The build chamber is completely sealed as it is necessary to maintain a precise temperature
during the process specific to the melting point of the powdered material chosen. Once finished,
the entire powder bed is removed from the machine and the excess powder can be removed to
leave the “printed” parts. One of the key advantages of this process is that the powder bed serves
as an in-process support structure for overhangs and undercuts, and therefore complex shapes
that could not be manufactured in any other way are possible with this process.
However, on the downside, because of the high temperatures required for laser sintering, cooling
times can be considerable. Furthermore, porosity has been an historical issue with this process,
and while there have been significant improvements towards fully dense parts, some applications
still necessitate infiltration with another material to improve mechanical characteristics.
Laser sintering can process plastic and metal materials, although metal sintering does require a
much higher powered laser and higher in-process temperatures. Parts produced with this process
are much stronger than with SL or DLP, although generally the surface finish and accuracy is not
as good.
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Inkjet: Binder Jetting

Figure 2.5: Binder Jetting method [21]

Binder jetting: where the jetting material is a binder, and is selectively sprayed into a powder bed
of the part material to fuse it a layer at a time to create/print the required part. As is the case with
other powder bed systems, once a layer is completed, the powder bed drops incrementally and a
roller or blade smoothes the powder over the surface of the bed, prior to the next pass of the jet
heads, with the binder for the subsequent layer to be formed and fused with the previous layer.
Advantages of this process, like with SLS, include the fact that the need for supports is negated
because the powder bed itself provides this functionality. Furthermore, a range of different
materials can be used, including ceramics and food. A further distinctive advantage of the process
is the ability to easily add a full colour palette which can be added to the binder.
The parts resulting directly from the machine, despite this, are not as strong as with the sintering
process and require post-processing to ensure durability.
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Inkjet: Material Jetting

Figure 2.6: Material Jetting method [21]

Material Jetting: a 3D printing process whereby the actual build materials (in liquid or molten
state) are selectively jetted through multiple jet heads (with others simultaneously jetting support
materials). However, the materials tend to be liquid photopolymers, which are cured with a pass
of UV light as each layer is deposited.
The nature of this product allows for the simultaneous deposition for a range of materials, which
means that a single part can be produced from multiple materials with different characteristics
and properties. Material jetting is a very precise 3D printing method, producing accurate parts
with a very smooth finish.
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Electron Beam Melting (EBM)

Figure 2.7: Electron Beam Melting method [21]

The Electron Beam Melting 3D printing technique is a proprietary process developed by Swedish
company Arcam. This metal printing method is very similar to the Direct Metal Laser Sintering
(DMLS) process in terms of the formation of parts from metal powder. The key difference is the
heat source, which, as the name suggests is an electron beam, rather than a laser, which
necessitates that the procedure is carried out under vacuum conditions.
EBM has the capability of creating fully-dense parts in a variety of metal alloys, even to medical
grade, and as a result the technique has been particularly successful for a range of production
application in the medical industry, particularly for implants. However, other hi-tech sectors such
as aerospace and automotive have also looked to EBM technology for manufacturing fulfilment.
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 Technologies which use a solid
Selective Deposition Lamination (SDL)

Figure 2.8: Selective Deposition Lamination method [21]

SDL is a proprietary 3D printing process developed and manufactured by Mcor Technologies.
There is a temptation to compare this process with the Laminated Object Manufacturing (LOM)
process developed by Helisys in the 1990’s due to similarities in layering and shaping paper to
form the final part. However, that is where any similarity ends.
The SDL 3D printing process builds parts layer by layer using standard copier paper. Each new
layer is fixed to the previous layer using an adhesive, which is applied selectively according to the
3D data supplied to the machine. This means that a much higher density of adhesive is deposited
in the area that will become the part, and a much lower density of adhesive is applied in the
surrounding area that will serve as the support, ensuring relatively easy “weeding”, or support
removal.
After a new sheet of paper is fed into the 3D printer from the paper feed mechanism and placed
on top of the selectively applied adhesive on the previous layer, the build plate is moved up to a
heat plate and pressure is applied. This pressure ensures a positive bond between the two sheets
of paper. The build plate then return to the build height where an adjustable Tungsten carbide
blade cuts one sheet of paper at a time, tracing the object outline to create the edges of the part.
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When this cutting sequence is complete, the 3D printer deposits the next layer of adhesive and so
on until the part is complete (Figure 2.9).

Figure 2.9: A closer look of SDL [21]

SDL is one of the very few 3D printing processes that can produce full colour 3D printed parts,
using a CYMK colour palette. And because the parts are standard paper, which require no postprocessing, they are wholly safe an eco-friendly. Where the process is not able to compete
favourably with other 3D printing processes is in the production of complex geometries and the
build size is limited to the size of the feedstock.
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Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)

Figure 2.10: Fused Deposition method [21]

3D printing utilizing the extrusion of thermoplastic material is easily the most common –and
recognizable- Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) process. The most popular name for the process is
Fused Disposition Modelling (FDM), due to its longevity, even though this is a trade name,
registered by Stratasys, the company that originally developed it.
Stratasys ‘FDM technology has been around since the early 1990’s and today is an industrial grade
3D printing process. However, the proliferation of entry-level 3D printers that have emerged since
2009 largely utilize a similar process, generally referred to as Freeform Fabrication (FFF), but in a
more basic form due to patents still held by Stratasys. The earliest RepRap machines and all
subsequent evolutions –open source and commercial- employ extrusion methodology. However,
following Stratasys‘ patent infringement filing against Afinia there is a question mark over how
the entry-level end of the market will develop now, with all of the machines potentially in
Stratasys’ firing line for patent infringements.
The process works by melting plastic filament that is deposited, via a heated extruder, a layer at a
time, onto build platform according to the 3D data supplied to the printer. Each layer hardens as
it is deposited and bonds to the previous layer one.Stratasys has developed a range of proprietary
industrial grade materials for its FDM process that are suitable for some production applications.
At the entry-level end of the market, materials are more limited, but the range is growing. The
most common materials for entry-level FFF 3D printers are ABS and PLA.
The FDM/FFF processes require support structures for any applications with overhanging
geometries. For FDM, this entails a second, water-soluble material, which allows support
structures to be relatively easily washed away, once the print is complete.
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Alternatively, breakaway support materials are also possible, which can be removed by manually
snapping them off the part.
Support structures, or lack thereof, have generally been a limitation of the entry level FFF 3D
printers. However, as the systems have evolved and improved to incorporate dual extrusion
heads, it has less of an issue.
In terms of models produced, the FDM process from Stratasys is an accurate and reliable process
that is relatively office/studio-friendly, although extensive post-processing can be required. At the
entry-level, as would be expected, the FFF process produces much less accurate modes, but things
are constantly improving.
The process can be slow for some part geometries and layer-to-layer adhesion can be a problem,
resulting in parts that are not watertight. Again, post-processing using Acetone can resolve these
issues.

AM process

Liquid based

Powder based

Polymerization

SL

Melting

DLP

SLS

SLM

Solid based

Binding

EBM

Binder Jetting

SDL

Melting

FFF

Figure 2.11: Three-dimensional printing processes
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2.3.2. General manufacturing parameters for AM technology
It can be observed that the basic principle of manufacturing a product using additivemanufacturing techniques consists in stacking layer upon layer of material until you obtain the
end-product, and this independent of the methodology used. The software programmed to slice
the model layer by layer not only converts the CAD design into a readable format for the 3D
machine, but also gives access to the manufacturing parameters from which the design will be
printed.
These parameters are quite varied and can affect in different ways the final characteristics of the
samples, whether it be in the mechanical behaviour, in the finished surface or in the cost.
Therefore, before we delve deeper into this aspect, it is important to know what these parameter
are and more especially those which are common to whatever technology that is based on
additive-manufacturing.

 Orientation
The stacking of layers in plan XY, previously created in the slicing process, is carried out in an
orderly manner along the Z shaft. That way the direction of fabrication will depend on which
direction the sample is pointing with regards to the system of coordinates of the machine and, for
this reason the mechanical behaviour, the finished surface and the cost can vary in a very
significant manner (figure 2.12).

Figure 2.12: Different orientations of the same sample placed on the XY plane manufacturing [9].
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 Layer width
This parameter determines the height of each layer that needs to be fabricated and, at the same
time, also establishes its thickness. Consequently, it becomes obvious that it is a factor of
production that affects in a direct way the final surface of the product, because, depending on
whether the height of the layer is greater or lesser, it entails obtaining better or worse results in
the quality of the printing, with the aim of wanting to avoid the well-known scale effect (figure
2.13).

Figure 2.13: Staircase effect

Generally, to avoid this effect the orientation of the piece is changed and the height of the layer is
reduced in order to decide which is the combination with which one can obtain the best layering.
On the other hand, if you want to obtain a better definition of the sample, the time of production
increases and hence also the cost.

What’s more, this factor has an important influence on the mechanical characteristics of the
sample because the unifying forces between the layers are affected, depending on the thickness,
the width and height of the layer.

 Build style
“Build style” is the parameter responsible for defining the trajectory that will create the pattern
with which to produce the layers, independently of the methodology used to carry out the
manufacture of the product. This parameter, depending on which software is used, helps to
specify each one of the parts that constitutes the trajectory. The factors most commonly called
‘slicing’ parameters that are included in the ‘build style’ and permit these adjustments are the
following:
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Infill Percentage
Infill is amount of material used for the manufacturing whereas the infill percentage is the
percentage of the total volume of the material required for the manufacturing (figure 2.14).
As we increase the infill percentage the material used for manufacturing increases and therefore
the stiffness of the product. But on the other side it also takes some extra time to manufacture
the specimen with extra infill.

Figure 2.14: Infill percentage variation [14]

Infill Pattern
One more advanced option is to control the pattern of the infill material which helps to save time
and take control over the strength of the structure. Infill pattern divided in few different types
such as Linear, rectilinear, concentric, honeycomb, 3D honeycomb, Hilbert curve… (figure 2.15).

Figure 2.15: Infill pattern variation (linear, rectilinear, honeycomb, Hilbert curve and concentric).
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Number of shells/loops
Number of shells is the total number of material loops extruder will develop around the perimeter
of the 3D printed structure. So basically it is analogous of the wall of a house (figure 2.16). As
more number of walls gives more safety, similar way more number of shells makes structure
stronger towards the external loads. Increase in number of shells, also increases the time required
for manufacturing.

Figure 2.16: Variation in number of Shells/Loops
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Raster orientation
Most interesting part in 3D printing manufacturing is we can decide the directions of
manufacturing. So 3D Printing Machine control the path of manufacturing and it can be done in
various orientations along the plane. When different angle is produced, it’s known as Raster
orientation (figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17: Different Raster Orientations

It can be observed that due to the function which develops in the manufacturing process, the
‘build style’ parameter affects considerably the mechanical behaviour of the final surface and
above all the cost, as it controls the quality of the material in each layer of the product.

 Supports
When working with a third dimension, we have to deal with gravity. As a part is being printed one
layer at a time, what will prevent material from falling to the ground, into undercuts, or through
hollow features? The answer is Support structures which are tools meant to hold cantilevered
section of meshes.
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These are rigid pieces of base material erected in a lattice next to the object being printed.
Support structures do a good job of holding everything in place. However, they can be difficult to
remove. After the part is printed, one must break away these supports, and aggressive sanding
may be required to remove small marks left on the object. Not only can this be very time
consuming, it can cause dimensional inaccuracies. Furthermore, many parts have features that
simply cannot be accessed by hand or machine.
Support structures are commonly used with technologies that utilize a large liquid bath, like
Stereolithography (SL). Other technologies, like FDM have introduced a support material that
dissolves when placed in a bath of chemicals. The dissolution process often requires an incredibly
long wait, it’s hands-free – no sanding or washing required. The powder-based technologies, like
SLS, can often use the surrounding powder itself to hold everything in place. After printing, one
can lift the object from the powder and simply pour the excess back into the machine.
However can we see that their effect during the process entails more material, longer print times,
and post printing clean-up, in other words, an increased production cost and worse surface
quality.
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3. Fused Filament Fabrication
(FFF)
In this method, the AM technology used is the so-called “Fused Filament Fabrication” (FFF) or,
more commonly, the “Fused Deposition Modelling”. The reason for choosing this technique and
not another, is that thanks to recent initiatives like the “RepRap Project”, a project that promotes
the idea of creating replicate 3D printers with construction specifications and open source under
the General Public Licence (GPU), it has been able to reduce drastically the cost of these
machines, allowing this technique to expand and become accessible to all users.
Having said that, in this section we will concentrate more extensively on explaining the workings
of this technique, the different parts that compose the machine and their functions, the
manufacturing parameters that intervene in the fabrication process and the behaviour of the
manufactured products obtained with this methodology. That way, we will understand the need
to familiarise ourselves with the relation between the manufacturing parameters and how they
affect the mechanical properties of the samples when, in the long run, we want these products to
have a specific application.
3.1. Procedure of Fused Filament Fabrication
Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) is a type of three-dimensional printing (3D) that constructs
physical models assisted by computer: Computer-Aided Design (CAD). The material used for
printing is usually a filament of thermoplastic polymer that partially melts and which is extracted
from a extrusion nozzle that moves on the XY plane, depositing the material systematically in
order to create a thin layer of the desired object. Then the manufacturing platform lowers along
the Z axis, allowing the next layer to be printed and deposited onto the previous one. This process
is repeated layer by layer till it achieves the complete form of the object (3.1). The process starts
when a 3D model is supplied to the printer software, having been previously exported in
“Standard Triangle Language” (STL) so that it can be interpreted by the 3D printer. This file
contains the manufacturing parameters and the necessary indications to create the object in thin
horizontal sections. Therefore, each section is assigned a course that will guide the nozzle
incorporated into the extruder to create each one of the layers.
The trajectory consists of a perimeter and a filling. The perimeter or contour of the layer is usually
the first step and then the interior is filled following a set pattern. The permanent union between
the layers takes place thanks to the thermic fusion of the links of the material between one layer
and another (the inter-layer), and the links between the trajectories of a single layer (intra-layer).
Sometimes, the FFF machine comprises a second extruder which deposits the support material to
create these supports that are necessary in the case where the structure has very pronounced
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cantilevers (less than 45º with the horizontal plane), this way you avoid the material in that zone
in particular from falling and spoiling the design of the object. This added material can be
withdrawn using chemical dissolution or mechanical techniques.

Figure 3.1: FFF process scheme[35]

3.2. Manufacturing parameters using Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)
The program which performs the model’s slicing operation into 3D not only generates the STL file
which contains all the movements that the machines has to execute, but also allows it to set the
properties of the machine we are using and the parameters with which the sample will be printed,
that is to say, it enables you to control the printing parameters as well as the characteristics of the
material and the temperatures.
Consequently these parameters help us to determine how each layer will be fabricated and
therefore define the trajectory that the nozzle will have to follow in each case.
In each layer it is necessary to differentiate two zones with different characteristics and
parameters which constitute the “build style”. These two zones are the contour and the raster
(figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Scheme of the manufacturing parameters that define the contour and raster
trajectories in the XY plane of the machine [20].
 Contour
This is the trajectory or trajectories which delimit the external and internal surfaces of the cavities
in each layer. The contours determine the perimeter of each sample.
Contour width: diameter of the extracted thread.
Number of contours: number of contours that are extracted around the internal walls of
the piece
Contour to contour air gap: distance between the contours in the case where there is no
more than one.

 Raster
It is the trajectory or trajectories that the nozzle follow to fill the inside section that is limited by
the sample perimeter.
Part raster width: extruded thread diameter.
Raster angle: it constitutes the raster’s trajectory angle respective to the horizontal axis X
from the printer.
Contour to raster air gap: compressed distance between the contour and the raster.
Raster to raster air gap: distance between the raster trajectories.
Use parallel offset part rasters: normally between layer and layer the threads extruded by
the raster spin 90º, which means that the rasters will have the same angle.
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It is worth mentioning other parameters that also strongly intervene during the fabrication
process, to be more precise those that affect the union between layers and the extruded threads.
We are talking about the “extrusion width”, “layer height”, “infill” and “velocity”. Each one of
these factors has their own parameters to be able to be precise and be able to choose
conveniently the properties of the layers and the trajectories they will follow respecting the
contour or the raster.

 Extrusion width
It determines the width of the extruded thread.
Perimeters: it determines the width of the thread on the contour. A lower value will
produce thinner extrusions which in turn will produce more accurate surfaces.
Infill: it determines the width of the thread of the inside infill of the piece. A thicker
extrusion for infill will produce faster prints and stronger parts.

 Layer height
It is the thickness of each layer, and it is the step along the vertical axis taken before extruding a
new layer atop the previous one. There are several factors that influence how high each layer
should be.

Print speed: shorter layer will result in smoother prints but each print will take longer,
simply because the extruder must trace the pattern more times. A later goal will be to
strike a balance between layer height, the speed of the printer, and the quality of the
resulting print.

 Infill
It allows to vary the properties from the inside infill of the pieces.
Fill density: it defines the distance between the lines of the interior fill. The higher this
value is, the more solid the part will be.
Fill pattern: it allows to select which kind of pattern we want to use to fill the inside of the
part.
Fill angle: By default the infill pattern runs at 45° to the model to provide the best
adhesion to wall structures. Infill extrusions that run adjacent to perimeters are liable to
de-laminate under stress. Some models may benefit from rotating the fill angles to ensure
the optimal direction of the extrusion.
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 Speed
It defines the lineal speed of the extruder head during its movements while printing the part.
Perimeters: the outline of the model may benefit from being printed slightly slower so
that the outside skin of the print has fewer blemishes.
Infill: as the infill is hidden this can be extruded a little faster. Take care though no to go
too fast as higher speeds results in thinner extrusions, and this may affect how the
extrusions bond.
Travel: the jump between the end of one extrusion and the next should usually be
performed as quickly as the printer will allow in order minimising any mess caused by
material oozing form the nozzle.
It should be also underlined that the importance that this factors have when the first layer of the
part is being printed. To get a good first layer translates in the majority of the times into a good
printed part, because the next layers will be printed on top of the first one in the Z axis. It is
obvious that the previously mentioned parameters help with this tasks they are used and
modified to avoid printing defects like detaching or warping parts.






Thicker layer height: : a thicker layer height gives the layer more material flow, this means
a better adherence to the fabrication platform.
Fatter extrusion width: as in the previous factor, the thicker the extruded thread that
defines the layer trajectory is, the better the adherence with the printing platform is.
Speed: slowing down the extruder head while printing the first layer reduces the force
applied to the material while it is being extruded through the nozzle, giving it a better
adherence.
Correctly calibrated extrusion rates: if too much material is laid down then the nozzle may
drag through it on the second pass, causing it to lift off the bed (particularly it the material
has cooled). Too little material may result in the first layer coming loose later in the print,
leading either to detached objects or warping.

As it can be observed, the quantity of fabrication parameters is really diverse and all of them
affect in more or less measure to the mechanic properties, superficial resolution and cost of the
part. This means that it is really difficult to determine with exactitude which configuration is the
right one so the part can do the job for what it is designed for. In fact the software that do the
slicing operation and allow us to modify the different parameters include default configurations,
but in any case it is specified or it is taken into account the influence that this parameters may
have on parts that may be under mechanical loads during its working life. This is the reason why
in this project we wanted to study the relationship between the fabrication parameters and the
mechanical properties so when the parameters are going to be selected it doesn’t only depend on
the experience of the operator but it also depends on a previous study.
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3.3. Mechanical behaviour of the manufactured parts using Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)
The parts manufactured through the additive fabrication show a non-isotropic mechanical
behaviour, meaning that their properties are not identical in all their directions. This behaviour is
the result of the difference between the union forces between layers and the own layer union
forces. This is a normal thing if we remember the basic principle of this technique’s fabrication,
the accumulation of layers in the Z axis direction where the manufacturing direction is the most
influential parameter.
In the specific case of the parts manufactured though Fused Filament Fabrication, the layers are
created on top of the fabrication platform following the software indications that has done the
model’s design divisions. First the outer silhouette of the layer is created and then it is filled using
the chosen filling patron and if it would be necessary, the supports would be created at the same
time. This being said, the chosen software for this project has been Slic3r, that allow us to modify
the parameters that help define trajectories to create the layers, but in any case it indicates the
mechanical behaviour of the part.
The mechanical properties of the parts produced using FFF are influenced by the thread’s union
force, this means that the orientation of the parts depending on the machine’s coordinate system
is the most influential parameter, because it determines how the layers are laid, in which
direction the threads are extruded and which direction the major union forces have.
According to previously done studies, it has been verified that the union between layers is weaker
than the union between threads of a same layer. For this reason it is convenient to orientate the
part in a perpendicular manufacturing direction to the one of the forces that are acting on it. This
will mean that the resistance of the part will be bigger because the threads aligned in the same
direction of the force will act as support fibres (figure 3.3.).

Figure 3.3: Layer disposition for the same geometry manufactured in two different orientations.
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The union strength between two adjacent threads comes determined by the thermic energy of
the extruded material, once the contact is made, a partial union is created when the diffusion of
the polymeric chains happen (figure 3.4.). For this reason the union between layers is weaker than
the union between threads of the same layer, because between the printing time between layers
the temperature differential between threads is bigger and the molecular diffusion is smaller,
making the contact zone smaller which determines the union force (figure 3.5).

Figure 3.4: Bond formation process between two filaments: (1) surface contacting; (2) neck
growth; (3) molecular diffusion at interface and randomization [12]

Figure 3.5: Magnified image showing the contacts between layers and filaments [10].
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The mechanic behaviour will be affected by the direction in which the threads are disposed in
each layer, for this reason is very important to take into account the orientation of the part,
because of the same geometry manufactured in different directions but with the same load
scheme, the mechanical behaviour can be really different. This means that the part will have to be
oriented to the direction where the polymeric chains align and they generate a greater
mechanical resistance against the loads acting on the part, acting as reinforcement fibbers. For
example, if the part has been designed to resist traction forces, the extruded threads will have to
be aligned with the acting traction forces. On the other hand, if the part will work under
compression forces, the threads will have to be parallel to the applied force, because if they are
not, if they were disposed the same as with when receiving traction forces, the layers would break
easily (figure 3.6.).

Figure 3.6: Failure of compression specimens built in (1) Vertical direction; (2) Horizontal direction
[7]
Like it has been said before, the union between layers becomes the weaker thread union of all the
structure. To remedy this there is another parameter that intervenes in the fabrication process
with the objective of lowering the distortion that is produced due to the differential of
temperatures between the layers that are being printed and the ones that have already been
printed. This parameter is known as layer width, and the bigger it is the lower the number of
layers to create the parts is. This means that the distortion of the group of layers of the part will
be lower, which means that the traction resistance will be bigger.
The size of the thread influences the mechanical behaviour. A thicker thread extruded in the same
direction as the external forces will allow bettering the traction resistance of the part. At the same
time, the union between thicker threads makes for a better molecular diffusion, because they can
gather more thermal energy which creates better unions. The thread’s size is affected by the
expansion of the material when coming out of the nozzle, this phenomenon is known with the
name of swelling. This happens because the flux of polymeric material is forced throw the nozzle
to manufacture the part with the adequate geometry. This phenomenon is related to the
elasticity of the polymer because of the possibility that the molecular system has to contract and
expand itself: when the thread is in a liquid state and goes through the nozzle, the material suffers
a contraction that later partially disappears when it exits the nozzle and the restriction effects
disappear. Even if this effect happens, because it is known beforehand, the software that divides
the part in layers corrects it, because the diameter of the extruded filament can be controlled
through the extrusion head translation velocity and the plastic flux (figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7: Parameters that control the extruded thread’s thickness [36]

The different parameters that control the nozzle trajectory to print the interior part of the layers
also influence the mechanical behaviour of the part. The most important are the raster to raster
air gap and the raster angle: the raster to raster air gap or distance between threads determines
the separation that there is between the threads that form the infill of the part. Depending on the
separation the infill density will vary creating a more or less solid part; on the other hand the
raster angle allows varying the angle related to the X axis of the trajectories that form the infill
patron of the part. If this angle orients the trajectories in the same direction as the traction forces
it will mean that the part will be more resistant thanks to the fibbers acting as reinforcement.
Even with all this, as the parts manufactured using FFF present anisotropy (the mechanical
properties of the part vary depending on the direction the force is applied because of its
preferential directions), normally what it is wanted is to minimize this effect decaling the raster a
90º angle in successive layers so that the extruded threads can distribute their efforts the same in
all the directions.
The biography analysis shows that the previous studies on the mechanical behaviour are not
enough to establish the predetermined manufacturing parameters to fabricate final parts. The
great variety of parameters that can influence the mechanical behaviour of the parts makes it
difficult to choose the ones that will give us a final part with the desired mechanical properties.
For this reason, this Project will be focused on finding the parameters that have the bigger
influence on parts that are under traction loads, to know the optimal combination of parameters
so that the final parts has better resistance to this kind of loads.
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4. Project experiment
After seeing the characteristics of the fabrication parameters and how they intervene in the
mechanic behaviour of the manufactured parts using the additive fabrication technique Fused
Filament Fabrication, what this project tries to do is to explain a valid experimental method that
allows to determine which manufacturing parameters have a heavier role at making the traction
mechanical resistance in the manufactured parts better using PLA.
In this project the PLA sample, the ones through which the results are going to be obtained, have
been manufactured using a BCN3D+ model 3D Printer. Each of the samples have been tested
submitting them to a traction test to know the influence of the following parameters: nozzle
diameter, layer height, fill density, speed of nozzle and orientation. These tests done under
specific test conditions will allow us to know which manufacturing parameters are really
influential regarding the mechanical behaviour of the parts. Having this knowledge would make
possible to determine specific manufacturing parameters for specific applications, in this case to
being able to resist better the traction forces.
The traction test will consist in submitting the sample to traction forces and measure the
lengthening that will occur due to the applied force, so we can determine the effort-deformation
of the material used, make the traction diagram and calculate the next parameters: unitary effort,
unitary lengthening, Young modulus, elastic limit, maximum effort, maximum lengthening,
resilience modulus and tenacity modulus.
To obtain relevant results with the minimum number of samples this experiment has been
designed using a Statistical design of experiments (DOE). The Taguchi method has been chosen
due to the sturdiness it offers. Finally a variance analysis (ANOVA) has been used to detect the
most significant parameters and the level of influence to traction of the samples when they are
under this kind of forces.
In this section it is explained which has been the followed procedure in every step of the process.

4.1. Factors and Design of Experiments
4.1.1. Selection of the manufacturing parameters studied
The selection of parameters has been done taking into consideration the previous investigations.
This investigations where focused in the mechanic properties of the parts manufactured using
additive manufacturing, and also other aspects, like the superficial result and the cost. It is worth
mentioning that these investigations have also helped in the previous sections of the project to
comprehend the functionality and the behaviour of the different manufacturing parameters. This
way it has been possible to determine which parameters where more interesting and relevant for
the study.
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The main parameters are the following:
 Nozzle diameter (filament’s thickness): in this case what has really been modified is the
thickness of the filament changing the size of the nozzle for every one of the diameters.
 Layer height: It’s the thickness of each layer, and it is the step along the vertical axis taken
before extruding a new layer atop the previous one. There are several factors that influence how
high each layer should be.
Desired resolution: lower layer height should result in print with less noticeable ribs or
bands, as each layer is smaller. Aesthetics plays a role here, but also the type of model,
for example, a mechanical part may not need such a high resolution finish, whereas a
presentation piece may do so.
Print speed: shorter layers will result in smoother print but each print will take longer,
simply because the extruder must trace the patter more times. A later goal will be to
strike a balance between layer height, the speed of printer, and the quality of the
resulting print.
 Fill density: it’s the percentage of each layer that will be filled in with plastic.
 Speed: this parameter allows us to define which the linear velocity of the extruder will be
while it moves along the manufacturing platform to deposit the material. The speed is a really
sensitive parameter because depending on which zone of the layer is being printed, it can vary.
For this reason, to make the experiment more simple some of this parameters has been fixed,
excluding the ones regarding the perimeters of the part, infill, solid infill, top solid infill which are
the ones that will define the properties in every case.
 Orientation: it determines the part manufacturing direction based on the coordinates System
of the Machine, meaning how the layers fall one on top of the other, which direction the extruded
threads will have and of course in which direction the biggest unions will be placed.

4.1.2. Taguchi’s experimental design
A design of experiments (DOE) helps to investigate the effects of input variables (factors) against
an output variable (response) at the same time. These experiments consist in a series of runs, or
tests, in which intended changes are done to the input variables. In every run the data will be
collected. The DOE is used to identify the conditions of the process and the parts of the product
that affect the quality, so later determine the best factor configuration to optimize the results.
In this project the input variables would be the manufacturing parameters chosen, while the
output variable would be based in the parameters that determine the properties of the material
obtained in the traction test.
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This being said, in this project it has been decided to do a DOE with three levels for every input
factor, to be able to obtain more significant results regarding the influence of every one of the
input factors that modify the mechanical behaviour of the part.
To obtain this objectives, if a classic experiment design considering 5 factors would be chose,
evaluated with three levels every one of them, the number of experiments (runs) needed would
be 35=243. Because of this, taking into account the time that takes to do every test, it has been
decided to use an alternative experimental design based on the statistical method of Taguchi,
which reduces the number of tests needed but keeps the sturdiness of the final results like if we
were using a classic conventional method.
The tool that this design uses to reduce the number of experiments and at the same time keep
the profound comprehension of the parameters of the process and its interaction effects for the
parts manufactured via FFF, is an experimental plan which represented like an orthogonal matrix,
giving a certain amount of parameters for each test.
Taguchi developed a series of particular arrangements that was denominated like the following
expression:
La(b)C
a: represents the number of tests or experimental conditions that are going to be done. It
represents the number of lines in the arrangement.
b: represents the different number of levels that every factor will take.
c: is the number of independent effects that can be analysed. It represents the number of
columns.
In this study, apart from the manufacturing parameters that we want independently evaluate, it
has been decided that it will be interesting to know which interactions they may have between
one another. Because of this in this project the orthogonal arrangement that fits our conditions is
the L27(3)13, because it is needed an arrangement that is able to study the factors (A, B, C, D, E)
and the interaction between the factors (A-B; B-C; A-C), leaving isolated and without relation with
the other factors D,E that to the speed and orientation(table 4.1).

FACTORS
ASSIGNMENT
Nozzle Diameter
A
Layer Height
B
Fill Density
C
Speed
D
Orientation
E

1
0,3
0,1
25
25
Z0

LEVELS
2
0,4
0,2
50
40
Z45

3
0,6
0,3
75
60
X90

UNITS
mm
mm
%
mm/s
º

COLUMN
1
2
5
9
10

Table 4.1: Summary off the parameters used in the Taguchi’s experiment design, along their three
levels of study.
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The allocation of the factors and interactions has been made using a lineal graphic like shown on
the figure 4.1., to avoid confusion between factors. Each of the dots on the graph represents a
factor and the lines represent the interactions between them. The assigned number on every dot
represents the column of the orthogonal arrangement where it will be placed.

Figure 4.1: L27(3)13linear graph [20]
According to this Settings, the effect of the manufacturing parameters A,B,C,D,E will be assigned
to the dots (columns) 1,2,5,9,10. On the other hand, the interactions A-B, B-C, A-C will be placed
in the lines (columns) 3,4,6,7,8,11. Finally the columns 12 and 13 will be assigned to the
experimental error. The Taguchi’s orthogonal design for this project is defined like the following
(table 4.2).
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Factor
Column

A
1

B
2

AxB
3

AxB
4

C
5

AxC
6

AxC
7

BxC
8

D
9

E
10

BxC
11

e
12

e
13

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
1
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
2

1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
1
1
1

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1

1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2

1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
3
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
1

1
2
3
2
3
1
3
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
1
2
1
2
3

1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1

1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
2
3
1
1
2
3
3
1
2
3
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
3

1
2
3
3
1
2
2
3
1
3
1
2
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
3
1
1
2
3
3
1
2

Table 4.2: Taguchi’s experiment design for the project
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Before going to the Specimen Design and Fabrication section, it’s necessary to see how the parts
are placed to be printed on the XY plane of the hotbed or construction platform depending on the
level of orientation used.
In the following figure we can see how these three levels are described in the present work as
Z45, Z0 and X90, which refer to this manufacturing parameter.

Figure 4.2: Arrangement of the parts to be printed according the level associated with the
manufacturing parameter Orientation.

4.2. Specimen Design and Fabrication
The samples were designed following the norm with reference name UNE-EN-ISO-527-1=20012
(Determination of tensile properties for plastics), even if they ended not being normalized
because this norm talks about solid samples and the samples in this tests have different
percentage of infill. Taking this into account they were slightly modified so they would have the
proper properties in order to be able to test them (figure 4.3). These samples were designed using
the CAD SolidWorks software, and to assign the manufacturing parameters the Slic3r software
was used. The samples were manufactured using PLA using the BCN3D Technologies Printer
model BCN3D+.
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Figure 4.3: Traction test sample’s dimension.
4.2.1. Samples printed parameterization
Once the 3D sample’s model is designed using SolidWorks, it is exported to .STL format. This
format converts the 3D model into triangular plane surfaces. The smaller the triangles are, the
higher and the detail of the sample will be.
Like it has been commented, in occasions this format is not always well converted, because of this
before working with Slic3r it is convenient to repair it using another software. The software used
has been Netfabb, which is a software used to visualize, repair and convert .STL files. This
software will allow us to place the sample correctly so it is not printed where we don’t want it to
be printed, repair the sample in .STL format if it was corrupted and finally to orient all the surfaces
in the same direction. Once all this has been done the sample will have to be exported into a new
.STL format, so that the Slic3r software can work with it.
Slic3r is the software that will allow us to transform the .STL format to a language that the Printer
can understand so it can print the part. It will also allow us to set the printing parameters that we
want to use to print the sample.
The configuration of every test, meaning the Printing Settings for every sample will be determined
by the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement defined in the previous section, where it is shown which
level of association will have to be set on the Slic3r options. In the following table 4.3 it can be
seen the configuration that has to be followed, modifying the main parameters chosen. At the
same time this configuration is also used to determine the naming of every sample in order to
follow and exhaustive and controlled process.
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Table 4.3: Parameter configuration for every Taguchi orthogonal experiment.

Apart from the manufacturing parameters, the Slic3r software has other parameters that
influence the mechanical behaviour, Surface quality and cost of the part. After having done the
pertinent investigation, every parameter that is not studied in the project has been fixed in every
test so they don’t influence the final result of the parts, but at the same time gives a good Printing
quality.
In the following image it is shown one of the configurations used in one of the tests, so that it
shows the interface of the software in order to be able where every parameter that has to be
modified is and to see which values the parameters that don’t have to be modified take. The
parameters surrounded by a red square represent the parameters that characterize the
properties of the samples, in this case they are the ones used in the 20th experiment (that uses
supports while printing) “PLA-0.6-0.1-50-25-X90-TARC”, (figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: Parameter configuration for the “PLA-0.6-0.1-50-25-X90-TARC sample on the Slic3r interface.
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On the Print tab, Advanced section, Extrusion Width, it must be said that according to the nozzle
that is being used the values change, they are not fixated even if we consider fixated parameters.
For a 0.3mm nozzle diameter the parameters referring to Extrusion Width will take the value
0.35mm, for a 0.4mm nozzle diameter they will have a 0.42mm value and finally for a 0.6mm
nozzle they will take a 0.66mm value like shown in the figure 4.4. These values are set like this
because like it has been commented before, what really modifies the size of the extruded thread
is not only the diameter but also the flow which is controlled by the Printer, the speed and in a
bigger proportion the width of the extruded thread. Because of this, this parameter has to be
modified depending on the nozzle that is being used in every test, so we make sure that the
material flow is correct to be able to print the layers.
Finally, when the sample is set on the construction platform with the desired orientation and the
configuration of the other parameters are well adjusted, it is time to export the .STL file to GCode. This new format consists in a list of instructions that contain the information needed by the
printer to be able to manufacture the sample just like it has been specified in the Slic3r software.

4.2.2. BCN3D+ printer model
The main reason why we have chosen the BCN3D+, is that it is a low cost Printer but with a really
good and efficient characteristics, because it has been developed in the Open Source RepRap BCN
project by the Fundació CIM (BCN3D Technologies). The fact that it takes part of the OpenSource
technology means that the software and firmware of the printer are constantly updated and they
are totally free, which mean that the printer is always evolving. If this upgrades are referred to the
physical components of the machine they can be printed by the own printer. This is one of the
bases of the OpenSource project, that the machines are autoreplicant, which means that the
Printer can print their own parts using the FFF technique.
In this section it is shown the technical characteristics of the BCN3D+, in charge of Printing all the
samples from the project plus some tips about the Settings that the operator has to do before
every printing. This way, being meticulous and setting a correct manufacturing parameter
configuration, we try to get the most rigorous printing sample process possible, so that we can
later get congruent results.
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 Specifications
The next table shows the most important specifications of BCN3D+ (table 4.4):
Print Technology
Physical Dimensions
Weight
Printing Volume

Extrusion Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF)
480mm x 480mm x 455mm
13kg (without spool)
Length: 252mm
Width: 200mm
Height:200mm
Number of extruders
1 (upgradable to 2)
Layer Height
0,1-0,35mm (with standard 0,4 mm nozzle)
0,2-0,5mm (with 0,6mm nozzle)
Positioning resolution
X axis: 0,05mm
Y axis: 0,05mm
Z axis: 0,1mm
Working temperature
15-35°C
Max. Hot bed temperature
80°C (measured on the perimeter)
Max. extruder temperature
260°C
Filament diameter
3mm / 1,75mm
Compatible materials
PLA
ABS
Nylon
HIPS
PVA
Laybrick (with 0,6mm nozzle)
Laywood (with 0,6mm nozzle)
Filaflex (with 0,6mm nozzle)
Electronics
Arduino Mega 2560+RAMPS 1.4
Connectivity
SD Card (autonomous operation)
USB Cable (controlled through Repetier Host)
Firmware
BCN3D+ specific (based on Marlin)
Compatible files
.STL
Code converter software
Slic3r, Cura
AC Input
AC 100-240V, 4 amps, 50-60Hz
Power requirements
200W
Table 4.4: BCN3D+‘s basic specifications [36]
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 FFF Technology
BCN3D+ is a 3D printer based on fused filament fabrication additive manufacturing technology,
consisting in the deposition of melted material layer by layer (PLA) on a previously divided digital
model.
The head makes the necessary movements to deposit a layer of material, then a slight vertical
movement to continue with the next layer. The process is repeated until the full object is
completed (figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: FFF technology into BCN3D+ [36]
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 BCN3D+ Diagram
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Figure 4.6: BCN3D+’s parts [36]
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 Start-up process
Hotbed height calibration
For a proper use, the nozzle movement must be parallel to the Hotbed Surface (figure 4.7).
To achieve that, there are three screws available to calibrate its orientation.

Figure 4.7: Hotbed height calibration [36]

There’s a risk of the nozzle hitting the hotbed glass or the first layer not sticking on its surface
when decalibrated. The following steps must be followed.
1. Click autohome (Prepare/Autohome) so the printer axes move to their initial position. The
first time, caution shold be exercised because the nozzle can collide with the base plate. If
it is anticipated that this will happen, manually press the Z axis end stopper.
2. Adjust the screw triggering the endstop so the nozzle almost touches the glass when
clicking Auto-home (figure 4.8)
3. Tighten or loosen the three black screws levelling the base plate. The distance between
the nozzle and the glass should be 0,2mm. (Tip: use a folded paper to check)(figure 4.8)
4. Position the extruder in the left side using your hand (in case any resistance is felt, disable
the stepper motors using prepare>DisableStepper). Level that base plate once again using
the same procedure.
5. Move the base plate to the front to level the rear end of the plate.
6. Repeat the process until its four corners are levelled.

Figure 4.8: Steps 2 and 3 of Hotbed height calibration [36]
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 LCD Control
The BCN3D+ can be operated from its LCD menu, a single button combining two movements
(figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9: Operating movements of the control button [36]
1. Turn to move through the menu.
2. Click to select desired option.
Adjacently to the control button there is an emergency red button to stop the machine in case of
malfunction. It stops the printer but keeps the screen and fans on. Once pressed, the printer
resets itself to resume use.
Just for reference, the full menu diagram of LCD Control shows below:
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 Print from SD /No SD
To transfer the G-Code to the printer to start the print, there are available two different
procedures.
1. Using the LCD. Insert an SD containing the G-Code file of the sample in the lateral slot
card of the screen and press the control button and choose Print from SD to select the
object.
2. PC connection. Use software to connect the printer via USB. For example, Repetier Host is
a free open source program that allows you to visualize .STL files, automatically generate
the G-Code form preconfigured profiles and monitor the printing process.

Figure 4.10: On the left, print from SD; on the right BCN3D+ can be connected to a PC through a
USB cable [36]
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4.3. Experimental Procedure
For everyone of the 27 tests defined on the Taguchi’s orthogonal design, 5 samples have been
printed following the same manufacturing procedure to make sure that the experiment will be as
accurate as possible (figure 4.11). If there were more time, the name of the samples for every
configuration could be more than 5 to be able to get a better precision on the mean values of the
results.

Figure 4.11: Printing of the PLA sample with the BCN3D+ Printer.

Once all the samples (135) have been manufactured following its own configuration, they will be
submitted to a traction test to obtain the mechanical properties of the material according to the
influence of the manufacturing parameters in each experiment.
Every test will consist in submitting every sample to a traction force that will lengthen it along its
main axis to a constant speed, until it breaks or until the force or deformation reach a set value.
During the test the supported force will be measured as well as the lengthening of the sample.
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The stress-strain tests have been done using the universal Microtest EM2/20 machine equipped
with a power cell with a 25kN capacity, a Spider and Microtest data acquisition system, two S1
pneumatic jaws and the Microtest SCM3000-Catman 4.5 control software (figure 4.12)

Figure 4.12: Assembly of the Microtest EM2/20 universal test Machine used to do the traction
tests with the acquisition data system.

The sample will be placed between the two jaws, one is fixed and the other one is mobile, then
we will proceed to measure the load while some tension is applied to the mobile jaw. The test
machine imposes the deformation moving the mobile head using a constant speed. The power
cell comes with software that graphs the force and the lengthening of the sample. In the project
apart from the machines software the Spider data acquisition system has been added because it is
a more precise and effective system.
The Spider data acquisition system has measured the tension and lengthening data using a
1mm/min speed. For one, the Spider system detects the force applied thanks to the information
that the power cell reads, while the lengthening data comes from the elongation of the sample,
more accurately from the reference length (50mm) previously marked on the central area of each
sample (figure 4.13).
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Figure 4.13: Extensometer’s placement over the parallel surfaces of the sample.

Once all the data is gathered, they will be introduced into an Excel calculus sheet where we will
get the characteristic curve of the behaviour stress-strain of every sample, and the following
parameters will be calculated: elastic modulus, maximum tension, maximum length, resilience
modulus and tenacity modulus. After this a register will be created that will include the mean
results, the Standard deviation and every error for each experimental group, for each of the 27
configurations. Then, this results or output parameters will allow us to make the Taguchi’s
statistical analysis to be able to extract the conclusions related to the manufacturing parameters
and the influence that they have over the mechanical traction resistance of the PLA samples
created using FFF.
All the traction test procedure is meticulously explained in the Test execution protocol, made
during while working on the project to be sure that the tests would be done as accurately as
possible and under the same conditions every time. This protocol can be found on the annex 9.1.
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4.3.1. Data preparation
Once the data from the Spider software have been obtained (Data Logger), it is necessary to
convert the data to be able to work with it.
From the software data format, a reconstruction oriented into an Excel data document has to be
made (adequate software to work with data sheets).
Next, there are the steps that have to be followed to convert the data in order to be able to work
with it in an Excel data sheet:
1. Open Excel software.
2. Menu File- Open- All Files (*.*)-select...
3. Select the file where the test data is saved in. The file contains the test-tube elongation,
the mean of the elongation calculated by the two extensometers, the applied force at
every moment of the test.
4. The Wizard to import the text will open:
- Step 1 out of 3:
Delimited
Start to import at row 1
Windows ANSI source file
Next
- Step 2 out of 3:
Tab dividers; semi-colon.
Text Qualifier (“)
Next
- Step out of 3:
General
Advanced
Decimal Separator (,)
Separate from thousands (.)
Finalize
Then all the data has to be arranged:
1. Eliminate the first rows where the force values are negative.
2. Eliminate the last rows where the load drops drastically.
3. In some cases during the data acquisition the extensometers slip and some data is
incoherent in some intervals. This defect has been noted in a notebook during the tests
this way they can be corrected in the Excel sheet.
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4.3.2. Excel sheet work
In this section it will be explained how the calculus of the output parameters have to be made
(Young modulus, elastic limit, maximum tension, maximum elongation, resilience modulus and
tenacity modulus), using the data taken from the traction tests.
To do this a Standard Excel sheet has been created. Every sheet is designed to calculate the
different parameters that characterize the properties of the used material.
The results will vary depending on the behaviour stress-strain of the material that is associated
with the configuration of the manufacturing parameters that form the sample.
Because the number of tests is high, we will explain the process for one of the samples. The
example sample is one of the ones printed with the configuration number 1 of the Taguchi’s
orthogonal arrangement, its name is the following “PLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-TRAC-1”.

 Naming and Metrology of the samples
Because it is an experimental process an exhaustive control of the data has to be followed. For
this reason the first step consists on creating an adequate naming structure to the necessities of
the experiment, it has to be clear and specific and easy to identify (figure 4.14).
In this case we have opted to name the samples using their own manufacturing parameters, the
ones that intervene in the samples properties: the first block refers to the material used in the
manufacturing (PLA); the second informs us of the levels of every manufacturing parameter used
to print the part; the third one references the kind of test which the sample has been under
(TRAction); the fourth and last tells which of the 5 samples with the same properties we are
working on (1).
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Figure 4.14: Sample’s PLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-TRAC-1 naming location on the Excel sheet.
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Before starting with the data acquisition of every experiment, the sample has been dimensioned
measuring the width and the thickness in different parts of its structure to determine its
transversal section, because it intervenes in knowing what is the mechanic traction resistance of
the part.
It must be taken into account that the results of the experimental measurements are never
mathematically exact, and they have a limited precision. This means that the result can’t be
pinned to a single point in an abscissa axis but it will be formed by an interval of measurements
that will have assigned an experimental error (figure 4.15). The total error (Etot) of a
measurement will always be the sum of two kind of error:
(1)

1. The resolution error is limited to the precision of the measurement tool. The
measurement tool used for the thickness (h) and width (b) of the part is a digital
micrometre with ma maximum precision of 0,001mm.

The resolution error for an indirect measurement has to be evaluated through the other
measurements that can be measured. In this project the indirect measure is the section of
the part (A) that depends of the thickness and width.
(2)
| |
| |

2. The accidental error appears when various measurements of the same apparent
magnitude in the same conditions give different values. Its estimation is based on
statistical methods.
For direct measures (h, b) the next formulas are used, where N is the number of
measurements, tp(N-1) is deduced using the Student Distribution with a hope interval of
95%, S is the Standard deviation.
(3)
√
(4)
√

∑

̅
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(5)

̅

∑

(6)
√
(7)
√

̅

̅

∑

(8)
∑

On the other hand for the indirect measures (A) we use:
(9)
√⌈

⌉

⌈

⌉
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Figure 4.15: Resolution and accidental error calculus for the dimensional measurements of the sample “PLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-TRAC-1”
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 Stress-Strain Curve
The data report gathered with the Spider data acquisition system will give us the ForceLengthening behaviour at every moment of the test.
Adequately modifying this values magnitude the Stress-Strain curve of the tested sample will be
obtained.
To show the independent terms of the sample size the loads (applied forces) will be divided by
the original transversal section (A) this way obtaining the traction resistance.
(10)

On the other hand, while running the test, the length of the sample will increment, the
deformation will have to be measured taking into account the length that it has at every moment
of the test. The deformation will be calculated as:
(11)

L references the length of the sample in every moment calculated through the mean of the two
extensometers while L0 represents the initial length of the sample, 50mm.
The data gathered using these magnitudes will allow us to create the characteristic curve of the
material of each of the samples and this way be able to see the properties of this kind of curves
(figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16: Stress-Strain curve of the PLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-1 sample under traction forces.
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In the annex 9.2 the graphs of the 27 experiments can be found, and in every graph the 5 StressStrain curves that form each test for the same kind of sample can be found.

 Obtaining of the output parameters
Thanks to the data that forms the Stress-Strain curve different characteristics of the tested
material can be determined. Some of these characteristics are called output parameters and they
have been obtained using the graphic representation of the traction test or doing the correct
calculus.
The parameters we are talking about are the following:
-

Young Module o Proportional limit.
0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
Ultimate Tensile Strength.
Maximum Deformation.
Resilience module.
Tenacity module.

Figure 4.17: Characteristic parameters of a Stress-Strain curve.
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Young Module, E (GPa)
In the first part of the test (interval 1-2 of the figure 4.17) it exists a linear relation between the
applied tension and the deformation. This proportionality coefficient between the tension and the
deformation is called Elastic Module or Young Module and it is characteristic of the material. This
section known as elastic zone is where the rest tube performs as a spring: if the load stops
applying force the sample will return to its original length. The elastic zone is represented by the
next formula:
(12)
where

σ

represents the effort the effort that the transversal section suffers due to the applied

load, E is the Young module and e is the deformation.
The graphic representation of the equation in this section, is in fact a straight line, where the
inclination of the line E is defined by the quotient between the tension and the deformation, and
the independent term (b) represents the point where the line cuts the y axis (σ).
(13)
(14)
(15)
So to get the ideal value of the Young modulus for each of the samples tested the interval where
the group of experimental dots (e,σ)adjusts better to the line has to be found. This would be an
easy task if it were not because in reality we will never find that the dots fit a perfect straight line,
they are a little disperse. For this reason, we will look for a method to find the line that adjusts
better to this group of dots, this way we will be able to obtain the inclination of the line and it will
be possible to find the characteristic Young Module for the tested sample (figure 4.18).
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Figure 4.18: PLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-1 sample where the inclination is the same for all the dots.
The method consists on elaborating some iterative processes that will be carried out by the Excel
software that adjust the optimal interval between two dots.
Every iterative process will be calculated between two extremes previously defined by the
previous iteration. During the first iteration, as we have all the data available to us, we will use the
interval between the starting value and the maximum tension also known as the Ultimate Tensile
Strength of each sample.
Next, every iteration determines which is the group of data that conforms the regression line with
the minimum error of the (a) parameter or Young Module, as well as the Young Module’s value in
the interval of the data that being calculated.
At the same time the iteration indicates which is the point where the minimum error is found, and
it is used to identify the extreme that will have to be taken into account for the next iteration.
This process will be successively repeated for the next iterations taking care of changing the
direction and the interval where the iteration has to be executed.
When the error value and the module match for three successive iterations, the defined starting
and ending point for these iterations will form the two points of the optimal interval and thus the
module value will be accepted as correct.
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To calculate the minimum error attributed to the estimation of the (a) parameter and the Young
Module, each iteration does another repetitive process that starts calculating the dispersion of
the line between three dots (minimum number of experimental dots so that the calculus makes
sense), next another dot will be added to do again the same operation and keep repeating the
process until reaching the last dot where the iteration interval ends.
The dispersions of the line for each of the dots is defined by the next formula:
(16)
⌉

∑⌈

The excel script looks for the line [
] finding the coefficients (a,b) resolving the
previous equation by the squared minimum criteria, where the solution is the next:

∑

̅̅
∑

(17)

̅
̅

(18)

̅

(19)

̅

∑

(20)

̅

∑

Once the software gets the coefficients that determine the line, it calculates the error of (a)
parameter for each group of dots that is being evaluated, using the following equation:

(21)

√
(22)

√

∑
̅
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Once that all the errors associated to the (a) parameter has been evaluated for each one of the
lines of every iterative process, the one that has the minimum error and the Young Module is
chosen.
Finally, the spot where the last data that conforms the regression line with the minimum error for
the (a) parameter will have to be registered, because it will register the extreme for the next
interval in the iteration that follows.
All this process will be done for every iteration but it will have to be interleaving the direction of
the calculus for each iteration, this way the optimal interval is adjusted.
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Figure 4.19: Iterative method to obtain the optimal interval for thePLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-1 sample.
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0.2% Offset Yield Strength, σy (MPa)
The elastic limit (Yield Strength) is the maximum tension that a material is able to accept without
having permanent deformation, meaning that if tensions bigger than the ones of the limit are applied
the material will experience a plastic behaviour with permanent deformations and it will not
spontaneously recover its original shape when the load isn’t applied anymore.
Due to the difficulty of finding exactly where this point is, in engineering a conventional criterion is
adopted where it is considered as Yield Strength the tension where the material has a plastic
deformation of the 0.2% or e=0.002.
To determine the tension in this point (σy), the following process has been followed:
1) The line equation is defined for a 0.2% deformation.
(23)
Because the elastic limit is still found in an elastic zone, it means that it shares the same
inclination in this section with the previously calculated. For this reason, the line is moved
from the optimal interval to the right multiplying by (-0.002), creating the 0.2% straight line.
The axis intersection function determines the independent term or the cross point (σ’) with
the x axis of this line, doing the next operation:
The equation that defines the elastic zone complies:

(24)

Which means,
(25)

(26)
The independent term of the equation that determines the line for a 0.2 deformation is,

(27)
(28)
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2) The minimum distance between the data that forms the Stress-Strain of the traction test and
the Yield Strength to the 0.2% defined in the section number 1 is calculated.
3) The minimum value would be the closer one, meaning that it would be the 0.2% yield point
between the elastic limit line and the graph of measured data.
But because the data has so much noise, the one closer doesn’t have to be the better one. For
this reason, what it is done is to calculate a regression line of the data measured around this
point. This will be named local adjust.
The number of data that will be used to the right and to the left of this point has been set to
30 for each side.
The reason of this value is that it has been proved that a lower value will make it noisier while
a higher value will make the adjusting area to stop being a line and this will also be bad.
The equation of the line that determines this local adjust is:
(29)
Where (m) is the inclination of the line of the local adjust and (σ’’) is the cross point between
the adjusted local line with the x axis (σ).

4) Calculus of the 0.2% Yield Strength.
We will isolate the deformation of the equation of the local adjust, of which we already have
the values for the inclination (m) and the independent term (σ’’).
We will replace this equation with the one that that determines the tension of the 0.2% Yield
point to obtain the final value (and more accurate) of the 0.2 Yield Strength tension.

(30)

(31)

The final result of the substitution is the 0.2% Yield Strength for each experiment.
(32)

5) Graphic representation of the process to obtain with accuracy the 0.2% Yield Strength (figure
4.20).
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Figure 4.20: Graphic representation for the 0.2% Offset Yield Strength calculus for the PLA-0.3-0.1-2525-Z0-1 sample.
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Ultimate Tensile Strength, σmax(MPa)
This tension represents the material’s traction resistance, in other words, the maximum load that
that the sample can take divided by its initial section.
This point is the maximum traction tension that the sample must suffer while the test is running.
To find this value the maximum F/A relation has to be found using the data gotten during the test.

Maximum deformation, emax
The maximum deformation in this project refers to the one in the breaking point of the sample,
meaning the maximum lengthening of the sample when the test has finished.
This value corresponds to the last value registered by the acquisition data system when the sample
breaks.

Resilience module, MR (MPa)
The resilience is a material’s capacity to absorb elastic energy while it is deforming and giving it away
when the load is lifted. The associated property is called Resilience Module, MR, which is the
deformation energy by volume unit that it is required to deform a material until reaching the elastic
limit or Yield Point.
Because we have the Stress-Strain curve, the resilience module of the sample under an axial load is
exactly the area until the fluency point (figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21: Graph where it is shown how the resilience module is obtained (shaded area) using a
traction curve.
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Guessing that the lineal elastic region (σ=Ee) we have:
(33)

∫

(34)

(triangle’s area)

To determine the area of the triangle that is closer to the linear function, the area has been divided

(ei,σi) and the next one (ei+1,σi+1) of the data that form
the curve until reaching the last interval established by the elastic limit (ey,σy). Each of the intervals
in little interval limited between a point

forms an area under the curve formed by a triangle and a rectangle that is calculated using the
following formula:
[

]
[

[

]
]

(35)
(36)

The sum of each of these areas becomes the total value of the shaded area, which is the resilience
module, MR.

Tenacity module, MT (MPa)
The tenacity measures a material’s capacity to absorb energy during the plastic deformation, before
reaching the rupture point.
Like in the previous case, the tenacity can be evaluated using the traction data from the tests,
because its value corresponds with the area under the curve (σ-e) until reaching the rupture point.
The same process of the MR calculation will be followed but now the areas that are between the
Yield Point and the Rupture Point will also be added. The obtained value, MT, is the maximum energy
by volume unit that the sample can absorb without breaking.

 Output parameters compilation
Once all the calculation has been done to obtain the output parameters, they will be registered in the
Excel sheet (figure 4.22). This sheet has been created to calculate the properties of the material for
each one of the tested samples under traction loads to be able obtain the interest parameters
evaluated later using the Taguchi’s experimental design. This way we will obtain which influence this
parameters have had related to the ones used to manufacture each sample.
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Figure 4.22: Result compilation of the output parameters for the PLA-0.3-0.1-25-25-Z0-1 sample.
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4.4. Statistical Analysis
The Taguchi design also named orthogonal arrange is an experiment that allow us to choose a
product or process so it works with a major consistency in its operative environment. The Taguchi
design acknowledges that not all the factors that cause variability can be controlled. This factors that
cannot be controlled are called noise-factors. The Taguchi design tries to identify the factors that can
be controlled (control factors) that lesser the effect of the noise-factors.
During the experiment the noise factors are manipulated in order to create results variability and
then determine the optimal configuration of the control factors so that the process or product is
more robust or resistant against the variability caused by the noise factors.
During this project this statistical method has been used to better the traction working conditions for
final product parts manufactured using Fused Filament Fabrication. The control factors that
determine each experiment of the orthogonal arrangement refer to the manufacturing parameters
of the test-tubes: nozzle diameter, layer height, fill density, speed and orientation: while the noncontrollable factors have been obtained experimentally characterizing the mechanical properties of
the material through the samples (manufactured by FFF) tests: Young module, 0.25 Yield Strength,
Ultimate Tensile Strength, maximum elongation, resilience module and tenacity module.
As soon as all the factors are defined, the Minitab software will be used to identify the control factors
to minimize the effect of the noise-factors over the properties of the product, or said in another way,
through the Minitab software the Taguchi’s orthogonal design created for the project will be
executed to identify the effect that the manufacturing parameters have over the mechanical traction
behaviour of the PLA samples. This way we will be able to obtain the best parameter configuration so
that the parts are able to resist better the traction forces and the interaction between the
manufacturing parameters.
4.4.1. Results
The Minitab software calculates the response tables’ correspondent to the obtained results during
the tests (the results of the lineal model) and it generates the graphics of the main effects and
interactions:
-

Signal relations – noise (S/N, signal-to-noise), that show a measure of the Reliability vs the
control factors.
In this study, the signal makes reference to the value of the desired property and the noise to
its variability. For each of the properties, the relation S/N has been calculated using the
following equation, where the study objective is to see the factors that minimize the traction
properties with a minimal variability.
(37)
( ∑

)
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-

Where η is the relation signal-to-noise, n is the number of experiments done in the level and
y is the mean value of the properties.
Means (static design) vs the control factors.
Means vs the Interactions between control factors.

Through the results obtained during the traction tests the Minitab software will execute the
Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement to elaborate the graphics that then we will analyse to extract
which effects the different levels of the manufacturing parameters have over the mean of the outparameters that have characterized the material properties during the traction tests.At the same
time, because it is sometimes difficult to visually determine which manufacturing parameters have a
major influence in the out-parameters or if they have a real influence, Minitab does an ANOVA
analysis to evaluate quantitatively the importance of the manufacturing parameters when compared
with the means of the response variable (out-parameters) in the different levels of the fabrication
factors. The ANOVA statistical analysis uses a significance level of 5%, α=0.05,which means that for a
fabrication parameter to be statistically meaningful it will have to have a p-value inferior to 0.05.
 Young Module
At the beginning of every section the table with the results of the correspondent parameter is
shown. This results reference the mean of the obtained results of the 5 samples tested for each of
the 27 experiments, the experimental error associated to each of the configurations is also included
and it is given by a t-Student distribution with a confidence interval of the 95%.
E(GPa)

Configuration
PLA_03_01_25_25_Z0
PLA_03_01_50_40_Z45
PLA_03_01_75_60_X90
PLA_03_02_25_40_Z45
PLA_03_02_50_60_X90
PLA_03_02_75_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_25_60_X90
PLA_03_03_50_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_75_40_Z45
PLA_04_01_25_40_X90
PLA_04_01_50_60_Z0
PLA_04_01_75_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_25_60_Z0
PLA_04_02_50_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_75_40_X90
PLA_04_03_25_25_Z45
PLA_04_03_50_40_X90
PLA_04_03_75_60_Z0
PLA_06_01_25_60_Z45
PLA_06_01_50_25_X90
PLA_06_01_75_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_25_25_X90
PLA_06_02_50_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_75_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_25_40_Z0
PLA_06_03_50_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_75_25_X90

1
1,472538279
1,831459888
2,812258485
1,566952191
1,933689545
2,089350497
1,371473448
1,405507367
2,347886661
2,019092174
1,558553464
2,330862652
1,456793429
2,290786389
2,507594063
1,972699182
2,076707908
2,098287213
1,916240797
3,181264355
2,642543351
3,170291278
2,998940767
2,664866674
2,661922228
2,601339306
3,180827088

2
1,386777319
1,856685616
2,878703695
1,589208407
2,251879248
2,049239708
1,371361187
1,506436617
2,230934466
1,935101626
1,696429257
2,37194715
1,445383125
2,134274986
2,641189413
1,918988409
2,106022468
2,056534381
1,901922888
3,053273976
2,649272426
3,098001448
2,77380294
2,672311945
2,59801948
2,537948254
2,987772452

3
1,507974263
1,984881819
2,648717898
1,627790263
2,086086306
2,071836487
1,348607674
1,551906508
2,220038501
1,965731073
1,539209948
2,30848604
1,502200481
2,107531222
2,563416321
1,903388528
2,466671079
1,992309592
2,040175961
2,786451545
3,045205926
2,612473347
2,45586498
2,632332377
2,531663789
3,147608254

4
1,460323275
1,734395741
2,610974347
1,720404428
2,005637762
2,13909719
1,386361633
1,600713481
2,116767765
1,930255698
1,475186666
2,310903913
1,471125877
2,054615424
2,527234797
1,919185199
2,07236307
1,886427581
2,117979907
3,35997174
2,822472227
2,97677077
2,604862937
2,57526871
2,533888694
2,439468064
3,066399656

5
1,943443843
2,660505215
1,600909532
1,989350235
1,713257468
1,434072519
1,542347129
2,212348253
1,976268099
1,574281539
2,363374991
1,52044396
2,023116028
2,487214276
1,906879241
2,040768548
2,05078747
2,065915579
3,325286857
2,940173563
3,10921065
2,611185188
2,605251144
2,611701425
2,428871353
3,101519906

Average Value Standard Deviation
1,456903284
0,050931474
1,870173381
0,09828887
2,722231928
0,116384002
1,621052964
0,059713549
2,053328619
0,123669497
2,01255627
0,170550249
1,382375292
0,031893992
1,521382221
0,072998392
2,225595129
0,082209303
1,965289734
0,035896126
1,568732175
0,080720614
2,337114949
0,029362374
1,479189374
0,031388344
2,12206481
0,103884029
2,545329774
0,060508299
1,924228112
0,028007149
2,152506615
0,177139714
2,016869247
0,082114035
2,008447026
0,095073909
3,229949232
0,140924896
2,768182622
0,125286531
3,079896014
0,072795392
2,720253036
0,171290379
2,594712691
0,087622828
2,607572841
0,047708898
2,507858153
0,072675593
3,096825471
0,074959142

Error
0,05424202
0,093626534
0,110863322
0,056881035
0,117803229
0,162460191
0,030381099
0,06953571
0,078309702
0,034193392
0,076891629
0,027969569
0,029899437
0,098956286
0,057638085
0,026678629
0,168737085
0,078218952
0,090564074
0,150085014
0,119343559
0,06934234
0,163165213
0,083466436
0,045445825
0,069228223
0,071403452

Table 4.5: Mean values of the out-parameters of the Young Module for each of the experiments
defined in the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement.
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Main effects for Means
Like it can be seen in the figure 4.23, the Nozzle Diameter seems like the factor that has a bigger
influence over the Elastic module because it drastically rises when the nozzle diameter gets bigger.
This implies that when the nozzle diameter grows, the test-tube is less elastic because its module
also grows making it more rigid. When augmenting the Fill Density and changing the Orientation the
sample offers a bigger resistance when trying to be deformed by the traction load applied in the
tests.
Regarding the Layer Height parameter, the mean values of the elastic module doesn’t present much
variation, it oscillates around the mean without giving a clear hint of its influence inside the range of
values chosen for the project.
Finally, the printing speed follows the following behaviour, when the printing speed grows the
elasticity module lessens, this means that the internal forces of the test-tube resist less the applied
force making the deformation bigger for the same load. In this case, when the speed rises it has a
tendency to facilitate the deformation of the test-tubes making them less ductile and elastic.

Figure 4.23: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters over the mean values referent to the
Young module.
Like it can be observed in the table 4.6., the statistical ANOVA analysis confirms that the Nozzle
Diameter, Fill Density, Orientation and Speed have a significant statistical influence over the elasticity
of the material, over the proportionality coefficient. On the other hand, it’s surprising that the Layer
Height parameter doesn’t show any kind of influence in the Young Module results.
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Analysis of Variance for Means
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.001
0.604
0.008
0.057
0.012

Response table for Means
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
1.874
2.214
1.947
2.309
2.017
2
2.012
2.248
2.194
2.275
2.135
3
2.735
2.159
2.480
2.037
2.470
Delta
0.861
0.088
0.533
0.272
0.453
Rank
1
5
2
4
3
Table 4.6: P-values of the different manufacturing parameters for the mean out-values of the Young
Module.
Level

Interaction for Means
In statistics when the effect of a value (manufacturing parameter) depends on the level of another
factor it is said that there is an interaction between them, it is considered that two independent
factors maintain an interaction between them when one have an influence over the other and vice
versa. The parallel lines in an interaction graphic mean that there is no interaction. The bigger the
difference in the inclination of the line, the bigger the interaction degree will be. It has to be taken
into account that the interaction graphic doesn’t show us if the interaction is statistically significant,
this will be shown by the ANOVA statistic that is included in the Taguchi experimental design.
In this case the interaction between parameters seems that only happens between the Nozzle
Diameter and the Fill Density. The Young Module is bigger when the nozzle is fixed at 0.4mm with a
Fill Density from 25% to 50%. On the other hand, when the Fill Density is 75% the Young Module for a
0.4mm nozzle is slightly inferior that when we used a 0.3mm nozzle.
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Figure 4.24: Interaction between the manufacturing parameters over the mean results of the Young
Module.
According to the 4.7 table, the hypothesis of another possible interaction between the Nozzle
Diameter and Fill Density is discarded because according to the ANOVA analysis the interaction
relation has a p value of 0.194, a value over the limit to be considered significant.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.438
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.194
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.282
Table 4.7:P-value of the interactions between manufacturing parameters for the means of the outparameter Young Module.

Mains effects for SN Ratios
In this Project the signal-to-noise ratio is a robustly measure used to identify the manufacturing
parameters that reduce the variability of the traction tests when minimizing the effects of the noncontrollable factors (noise factors like the out-parameters extracted from the traction tests).
This means that their value is really useful in manufacturing because it allows knowing which
manufacturing parameters are more robust in their influence over the factors that can’t be
controlled, but that we want to improve.
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In the 4.25 figure it can be seen how the Fill Density and the Orientation presents hints of being part
of the robust parameters. They look like the more robust parameters, with an SN growing relation,
similarly to the 4.23 graphic.
The Nozzle Diameter, in the section of 0.4-0.6mm, suffers a huge growth compared to the growth of
the rest of the manufacturing parameters. In fact, in this interval it has the highest SN index reason
why it is considered the most robust factor within the chosen parameters.
Regarding the Layer Height and the Speed parameters they behave the same way it was explained
previously in Main effects for Means, reaffirming that they don’t influence the elasticity of the
material inside the rang used for this study.

Figure 4.25: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters for the Signal-Noise relations over the
Young Module results.
The graphic representation isn’t statistically enough to determine if robust enough, for this reason
we go to the ANOVA analysis results included in the 4.8 table and we can reach the conclusion that
as we suspected the order of robustly of the manufacturing parameters over the influence over the
elasticity is the following: Nozzle Diameter, Fill Density and Orientation. While the Layer Height
doesn’t seem like a very reliable parameter as a factor, because according to its p-value it doesn’t
have an influence over the properties of the final part.
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Analysis of Variance for SN ratios
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.001
0.596
0.006
0.062
0.016

Response table for Signal to Noise ratios
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
5.259
6.627
5.487
6.928
5.806
2
5.960
6.813
6.589
7.010
6.500
3
8.662
6.441
7.805
5.943
7.575
Delta
3.406
0.371
2.318
1.066
1.769
Rank
1
5
2
4
3
Table 4.8: P-values for the Signal-Noise relations of the different manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the Young Module.
Level

Interaction for SN ratios
The study of the interactions of the signal-to-noise SN, allow us to know how robust the interactions
between manufacturing parameters are against the variability of the out-parameters (the evaluated
response). It means they are used to see if these relations between parameters have a real influence
over the response or the noise is the responsible factor of seeing interactions that are not really
significant.
In the 4.26 graphic it can be seen how there is almost an identical behaviour as the one seen in the
Interaction for Means graphic where the most probable interaction would be the one of the Nozzle
Diameter-Fill Density.
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Figure 4.26: Interaction for the Signal-Noise relations between the manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter Young Module.

This being said, just like in the previous case, it is necessary to evaluate the p-values to being able to
affirm with total security that the interaction between the factors is real and significant. The
extracted conclusion thanks to the data in the 4.9 table confirms that there is not an apt statistical
relation between the p-values. In every case they are really far from a valid p-value.

Analysis of Variance for Interaction for SN ratios
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.360
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.134
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.357
Table 4.9: P-value of the signal-to-noise interactions of the manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the out-parameter Young Module.
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 0.2% Offset Yield Strength
In this case we will study the influence between manufacturing parameters over the out-parameter
0.2% Yield Strength, the interaction between parameters, how they affect the results and how robust
they are against the variability of the out response they are. It will be evaluated how the parameters
affect when defining the maximum tension when the material suffers permanent deformations.
Even if generally after this point the failure of the test-tube is used to be soft, meaning that normally
it doesn’t cause a catastrophic failure or a final failure without time to react, it is important to know
which is the elastic limit because it determines the behaviour limits of the mechanical components of
the part.

σy(MPa)

Configuration
PLA_03_01_25_25_Z0
PLA_03_01_50_40_Z45
PLA_03_01_75_60_X90
PLA_03_02_25_40_Z45
PLA_03_02_50_60_X90
PLA_03_02_75_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_25_60_X90
PLA_03_03_50_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_75_40_Z45
PLA_04_01_25_40_X90
PLA_04_01_50_60_Z0
PLA_04_01_75_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_25_60_Z0
PLA_04_02_50_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_75_40_X90
PLA_04_03_25_25_Z45
PLA_04_03_50_40_X90
PLA_04_03_75_60_Z0
PLA_06_01_25_60_Z45
PLA_06_01_50_25_X90
PLA_06_01_75_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_25_25_X90
PLA_06_02_50_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_75_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_25_40_Z0
PLA_06_03_50_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_75_25_X90

1
18,47241774
22,03841661
34,37489065
18,33566969
23,9157985
24,51261565
17,19576632
21,9685385
25,88001348
25,40626239
18,59878367
26,40530987
16,5003709
21,14737849
32,60282472
21,64670576
27,50102378
24,49310046
22,19780129
43,16228857
32,34948641
42,75944158
33,50083162
34,10218769
36,63330232
33,72143481
43,01036432

2
17,70117836
23,31089409
36,09244583
19,62370572
22,89738039
23,29248551
17,39570688
17,77299677
26,85674829
24,60370095
18,31834134
26,05732581
17,08529465
23,29463317
30,55373114
21,9181237
25,11516879
24,58461143
22,68150343
42,79443659
32,04974477
44,61606865
30,56604694
33,84959668
36,58291576
33,0792314
44,525724

3
17,82613139
22,88383331
36,53365701
20,37048018
26,45532023
24,48495749
17,87046263
19,64298235
27,66985942
24,86275275
18,53540397
26,00108517
17,50443317
24,66852122
32,12524095
20,92235773
23,00787661
23,09256994
24,06949169
35,78403656
44,33191224
35,56022649
36,78698846
35,24562964
32,50968165
45,29738744

4
18,60092698
24,01061486
35,8704512
20,41147682
25,56751668
23,05746998
16,80797521
18,91776537
25,29219654
24,70167967
20,02146723
25,56314381
17,09893687
24,13971229
32,246901
21,15589941
25,86283949
24,15149835
25,21200764
43,92481334
35,43748828
44,2550994
33,51999022
37,35371699
35,32956965
30,86491659
44,08011589

5
23,84887047
35,0959196
20,55562809
25,44921023
26,87611666
17,57539873
18,37718223
27,24032402
25,4476745
18,5931566
25,32744129
17,70665255
23,24854432
32,29125797
21,14062221
26,88003956
22,45121024
23,51778763
41,54326061
38,75579466
42,89692618
34,08700258
36,63651659
35,14206859
31,26928496
43,25654267

Average Value Standard Deviation
18,15016362
0,452260978
23,21852587
0,796546945
35,59347286
0,857633242
19,8593921
0,925747153
24,85704521
1,426196318
24,44472906
1,5141025
17,36906195
0,39985534
19,33589304
1,624940604
26,58782835
0,980882694
25,00441405
0,396941096
18,81343056
0,684901203
25,87086119
0,426426402
17,17913763
0,463694976
23,2997579
1,34298386
31,96399115
0,807787826
21,35674176
0,410780842
25,67338965
1,749908003
23,75459808
0,939273505
23,53571833
1,184787582
42,85619978
0,993856
34,87531014
2,764217485
43,77188961
0,873265041
33,44681957
1,81545072
35,74580128
1,640113943
35,78669719
0,752989038
32,28890988
1,203418864
44,03402687
0,934389761

Error
0,481657941
0,758762708
0,816951374
0,881834299
1,358544637
1,442280985
0,380888186
1,547861479
0,934354483
0,378112178
0,652412886
0,406198848
0,441699585
1,279279365
0,769470377
0,391295435
1,666901044
0,894719027
1,128587134
1,058456641
2,633096713
0,831841677
1,729334739
1,56231507
0,717270971
1,14633464
0,890066943

Table 4.10: Recompilation of the mean values of the out-parameter 0.2% Offset Yield Strength for
each of the tests defined in the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement.
Main effects for Means
In the 4.27 figure it can be seen again how the Nozzle Diameter becomes the most influence factor
when giving the test-tube a resistance that allows it to work under higher tensions without suffering
permanent deformation. To be more specific, the inclination extraordinarily rises when going from a
0.4 nozzle (tip) to a 0.6mm one.
The Fill Density increase is also noticeable at this point (0.2% Offset Yield Point) because when
augmenting the infill, the test-tube is more solid giving it a better opposition to deformation,
because the forces are applied over a bigger transversal section.
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At the same time, it seems like the Orientation is also a factor to take into account. It is really
noticeable factor specially when working with the X90 direction. The layer disposition must place the
filament in such a direction that act like reinforcement fibbers, opposing to the applied force during
the traction test.
On the other hand, Layer Height even if it is considered a vital parameter between union forces
between adjacent threads, doesn’t seem to have any effect over the value of the maximum tension
of the elastic interval of the material. It can be seen that it doesn’t vary inside the selected study
rang.
The speed tell us that a bigger speed comes with a decreasing diminution of the 0.2% Offset Yield
Strength, possibly because the time to dispose the flow of the material for the extruded material
must not be the adequate one. Even if the Slic3r software is in charge of correcting the material
quantity depending of the nozzle diameter and the speed of the extrusion head, it might be that
some configurations don’t allow the filament to be extruded in a big enough size so that a good
adherence happens, decreasing the union force between threads and the resistance of the material
to oppose to a permanent deformation.

Figure 4.27: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters over the mean of the results referent to
0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
Looking at the p-values of the different manufacturing parameters we can reach the conclusion that
the resistance to permanent deformation that the PLA test-tube presents varies a lot depending on
the Nozzle Diameter used and the Orientation of the part while being printed. This means that if we
want to design a part where the union between layers and threads give a better result against
permanent deformation these two main factors must be taken into account.
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Analysis of Variance for Means
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.002
0.822
0.028
0.136
0.016

Response table for Means
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
23.27
27.55
24.67
29.24
25.09
2
23.66
28.29
27.09
28.49
25.75
3
36.26
27.35
31.43
25.46
32.35
Delta
12.99
0.93
6.76
3.78
7.26
Rank
1
5
3
4
2
Table 4.11: P-values of the different manufacturing parameters for the means of the out-parameter
0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
Level

Interaction for Means
As it can be seen in the 4.28 figure, practically all the representative graphics of the interactions
between parameters show parallel lines between them. This means that there is a small correlation
between manufacturing parameters that affect in the final value of the 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
Maybe the only thing we can appreciate, in the p-value of the table below, is the relation between
the Nozzle Diameter and the Layer Height. In this relation it can be perceived that the tension in the
0.2% Yield Point is always bigger when we use a 0.4mm Nozzle Diameter than when we use a 0.3mm
one. On the other hand, when both are matched with a 0.1mm Layer Height the test-tube printed
with a 0.3mm Nozzle Diameter shows the most resistance before surpassing the point where the
deformations will no longer be elastic and start being permanent.
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Figure 4.28: Interaction between the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to
0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
The confidence level is 5% so not one of the interactions mentioned can be considered statistically
significant because the p-value obtained in the ANOVA and included in the 4.12 table for each of the
cases is way bigger than the allowed value, p-value <0.05.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.391
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.559
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.505
Table 4.12: P-value of the interactions between manufacturing parameters for the means of the outparameter 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.

Mains effects for SN ratios
The design factors that allow bigger SN design index are the parameters considered as robust and
these are the ones we will take more into account when minimizing the variability of the
characteristic of the response, which in this case is the 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
The 4.29 graphic following the previously mentioned premise indicates that the most robust factors
are the Nozzle Diameter, the Fill Density and the Orientation.
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Figure 4.29: Main effects og the relations signal-to-noise of the manufacturing parameters referent to
the out-parameter 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
The 4.13 table gives the values that correspond to the SN index for each of the levels associated to
each factor, and the p-values that confirm how robust the manufacturing parameters are.
This being said, through this data we want to know which the operation conditions or levels of these
factors have to be in order that they bring the product (the PLA test-tube) to the desired conditions
and to the minimum variability to the out response.
To select the most suitable levels, the higher values of the SN index of the robust parameters have to
be chosen, meaning those with the p-value inside the confidence level of the 5%.
The perfect combination would be the following: a level 3 Nozzle diameter (SN=31.05), a level 3 Fill
Density (SN=29.77) and a X90 Orientation (SN=29.81).
On the other hand, for the other factors as Layer Height and Speed, it is proposed to adjust their
levels so that the favour other aspects like the economy, because they don’t substantially affect nor
the man nor the variability of the out response.
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Analysis of Variance for SN ratios
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.002
0.826
0.021
0.146
0.024

Response table for Signal to Noise ratios
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
27.13
28.46
27.39
28.80
27.64
2
27.35
28.68
28.37
28.94
28.07
3
31.05
28.38
29.77
27.79
29.81
Delta
3.92
0.30
2.38
1.15
2.17
Rank
1
5
2
4
3
Table 4.13: P-values for the signal-to-noise relations of the different manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
Level

Interaction for SN ratios
The 4.30 figure shows in each quadrant the interaction of the SN relations between the
manufacturing parameters and the following table that gathers the results of the p-values obtained
from the ANOVA analysis that help quantify if these interactions are relevant or simply they come
from the noise, meaning that they are not really significant.

Figure 4.30: Interaction for the signal-to-noise relations between the manufacturing parameters over
the referent out-parameter 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.
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This being said, analysing the graphics and taking into account a 5% significance level for the ANOVA,
we reach the conclusion that the interactions of the SN relations between manufacturing parameters
are not really robust and for this reason, they don’t have an influence over the out-parameter 0.2%
Offset Yield Strength, because the p-values are really far from the reference p-value.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for SN ratios
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.414
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.407
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.785
Table 4.14: P-value of the signal-to-noise interactions of the manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the out-parameter 0.2% Offset Yield Strength.

 Ultimate Tensile Strength
In materials engineering, the resistance to deformation (Yield Strength) and the resistance to traction
(Tensile Strength) are two properties that can be used to characterize a material. The difference
between the Yield Strength and the Tensile Strength is that the resistance to deformation is the
minimal under which a material deforms plastically (permanently), while that the resistance to
traction describes the maximum tension that a material can suffer before breaking, meaning when
the opposition that the molecules of the material make isn’t enough and the material breaks.
The Ultimate Tensile Strength is rarely used for the design of ductile materials (those that experiment
some deformation and possibly a necking before fracturing), but it is important in the materials that
suddenly break, without plastic deformation, in what is called a brittle failure, like the plastic
materials.
Once we obtained the Stress-Strain curves of every experiment, we could observe that in most cases
the material experimented a fragile fracture and it was difficult to tell where the elastic limit was, for
this reason it is important to determine how the manufacturing parameters affect the Ultimate
Tensile Strength value because if in the future more parts want to be designed with this
configurations and they present the same behaviour, this value will be more relevant than the 0.2%
Offset Yield Strength.
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σmax (MPa)

Configuration
PLA_03_01_25_25_Z0
PLA_03_01_50_40_Z45
PLA_03_01_75_60_X90
PLA_03_02_25_40_Z45
PLA_03_02_50_60_X90
PLA_03_02_75_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_25_60_X90
PLA_03_03_50_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_75_40_Z45
PLA_04_01_25_40_X90
PLA_04_01_50_60_Z0
PLA_04_01_75_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_25_60_Z0
PLA_04_02_50_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_75_40_X90
PLA_04_03_25_25_Z45
PLA_04_03_50_40_X90
PLA_04_03_75_60_Z0
PLA_06_01_25_60_Z45
PLA_06_01_50_25_X90
PLA_06_01_75_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_25_25_X90
PLA_06_02_50_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_75_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_25_40_Z0
PLA_06_03_50_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_75_25_X90

1
19,966
25,19294905
41,67071385
19,56921407
28,1984154
29,26737047
20,85325293
23,2493137
30,50631842
28,62077876
21,87149297
29,78448285
19,922085
24,0205538
37,77347767
24,15865619
30,27381238
30,18761407
25,39753794
52,14750686
39,54771403
53,41229192
42,42163973
40,64078499
44,12876638
41,48501833
52,2901495

2
20,649
26,18033611
42,85797532
22,04268451
28,67203955
28,3266571
20,31597334
20,80905333
31,30432952
29,43438402
22,2946218
29,92502472
20,29880888
25,51130106
38,37695781
24,12679241
30,06770078
29,93804601
26,40825584
52,03961288
39,06499474
53,1061816
41,34827932
39,80222779
43,92364139
40,83076141
52,70884391

3
19,217
25,92221197
41,84692103
23,69520695
29,57018707
29,14597511
20,94468867
22,21656268
32,30877837
28,56909562
21,80612862
29,57476849
20,9647696
27,51038813
38,46300892
22,86073805
30,08605017
28,45089783
28,01418672
42,78943808
53,9655131
41,9743287
40,48559954
43,72870543
40,1657872
53,33388724

4
20,891
25,99953117
40,84513007
21,70553015
29,61368242
27,90548818
20,23389473
22,27995567
30,37537696
28,37859766
22,28503376
29,18596076
20,50152301
26,49279081
38,27813938
23,84857808
30,18574245
28,25439205
30,37809911
53,4072695
43,15967506
53,31465415
41,10903566
40,84357576
42,44503924
30,63153571
52,58304092

5
25,99624295
41,1578311
23,28485133
29,39809298
28,22442624
20,29010941
21,53421308
32,30114314
28,94350687
22,05251705
29,05694141
21,09809009
24,8490257
37,67282506
23,61056548
30,10696137
28,73683466
27,77348773
53,21527992
44,6703148
53,28890783
41,22704178
39,89779131
42,786496
36,70698145
51,82877406

Average Value Standard Deviation
20,18066743
0,752237461
25,85825425
0,38388096
41,67571427
0,77219671
22,0594974
1,620503356
29,09048348
0,62636991
28,57398342
0,599626242
20,52758382
0,3418564
22,01781969
0,911013585
31,35918928
0,933713217
28,78927258
0,413968276
22,06195884
0,226776304
29,50543564
0,374813506
20,55705532
0,482677929
25,6768119
1,367811946
38,11288177
0,363483254
23,72106604
0,530267141
30,14405343
0,085359953
29,11355692
0,887775593
27,59431347
1,883508355
52,70241729
0,708773585
41,84642734
2,429438176
53,41750972
0,325721447
41,61606504
0,560676045
40,33399588
0,460930203
43,40252969
0,741898446
37,96401682
4,494688147
52,54893912
0,554185394

Error
0,801132896
0,365671551
0,735567527
1,543634712
0,596658027
0,571182946
0,325640428
0,867799618
0,889422492
0,394331674
0,21601916
0,357034212
0,459782082
1,302929729
0,346241411
0,505113897
0,0813109
0,845663921
1,794164058
0,754843868
2,314197675
0,310270837
0,534080354
0,439065959
0,706706462
4,281482428
0,527897587

Table 4.15: Recompilation of the mean values of the out-parameter Ultimate Tensile Strength for
each of the experiments defined in the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement.

Mains effects for Means
The variance analysis and the 4.31 graphic indicate that the manufacturing parameters that offer a
superior Ultimate Tensile Strength are mainly the Nozzle Diameter, Fill Density and Orientation.
Moreover, this are the ones that have a major influence over the mechanical behaviour of the part
depending of the selected level for its fabrication.
The most influent parameter, Nozzle Diameter, if we vary the nozzle from a 0.4mm to a 0.6mm it can
be seen how the traction resistance value increases surpassing the mean of the results. The same
happens with the Fill Density but depending on which level it is used the increase is more progressive
and it is less extreme than with the previous parameter. For the Orientation factor how the layer
manufacturing direction influences in the effort distribution produced by the applied force, because
depending on which is the orientation in which the part has been fabricated, the threads will act like
reinforcement fibres helping supporting the loads applied to the part.
The rest of the parameters, Layer Height and Speed, doesn’t seem to really influence in the value of
the Ultimate Strength, because the values on each level are close to the mean in all the cases, for this
reason it doesn’t matter which level we select from these two manufacturing parameters because in
theory they won’t cause meaningful changes in the final result of the Ultimate Strength.
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Figure 4.31: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters over the mean of the results referent to
Ultimate Tensile Strength.
Depending on the mean values of the results of the out-parameter Ultimate Strength in function of
the different manufacturing parameters studied, if we wanted to get a major Ultimate Strength it
would probably be using a Nozzle Diameter, fill Density and Orientation using their third levels like it
is shown in the 4.16 table (0.6mm-75%-X90).
Analysis of Variance for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter
0.001
Layer Height
0.805
Fill Density
0.021
Speed
0.113
Orientation
0.009
Response table for Means
Level
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
26.82
32.25
28.92
34.26
29.93
2
27.52
33.27
31.90
33.69
29.34
3
43.49
32.31
37.01
29.88
38.56
Delta
16.68
1.02
8.09
4.38
9.22
Rank
1
5
3
4
2
Table 4.16: P-values of the different manufacturing parameters for the means of the out-parameter
Ultimate Tensile Strength.
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Interaction for Means
It doesn’t look like there is any significant interaction between the fabrication parameters, because
as seen in the 4.32 figure and in the p-values obtained through the ANOVA analysis included in the
4.17 table, it can be seen that the p-values are far from being statistically significant to think that any
interaction affects the final result of the mean values of the out parameter Ultimate Strength.

Figure 4.32: Interaction between the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to the
Ultimate Tensile Strength.

Analysis of Variance for Interaction for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.421
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.342
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.324
Table 4.17: P-value of the interaction between manufacturing parameters for the means of the outparameter Ultimate Tensile Strength.
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Mains effects for SN ratios

Figure 4.33: Main effects for the relation signal-to-noise of the manufacturing parameters over the
out-parameter Ultimate Tensile Strength.
According to the ANOVA analysis the Nozzle Diameter, Fill Density and Orientation, following a
decreasing order, are the most robust manufacturing parameters because their p-value is inferior to
the significance level of the 5% (p-value<0.05), for this reason, these are the factors that have to be
taken into account at the moment of the design to get a major traction resistance because they will
better the functional quality of the part because it will be less sensitive to the effects of variability of
the uncontrollable factors. On the other hand, the most robust parameter which doesn’t seem to
have any effect on the mean of the Ultimate Tensile Strength is the Layer Height parameter, where
their signal-to-noise index for its different levels oscillate around the mean value, without any
substantial change that indicates that its influence is significant over the out-response over the
mechanical behaviour of the test-tube.
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Analysis of Variance for SN ratios
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.001
0.804
0.013
0.136
0.014

Response table for Signal to Noise ratios
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
28.34
29.77
28.70
30.06
29.12
2
28.66
30.04
29.72
30.33
29.18
3
32.61
29.79
31.19
29.21
31.30
Delta
4.27
0.28
2.49
1.13
2.18
Rank
1
5
2
4
3
Table 4.18: P-values for the signal-to-noise relations of the different manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter Ultimate Tensile Strength.
Level

Interaction for SN ratios
The 4.34 graphic shows the different signal-to-noise relations between the parameters to know it
exists an interaction between them that better or worse how robust a parameter is in relation to
another one, in function of the level that is being used in a specific moment.
Doing a visual analysis it can be said that the interaction Layer Height – Fill Density and the relation
Diameter – Layer Height show a lineal graphic where the lines they are made of are practically
parallel and with little difference of inclination between levels. This indicates that it is difficult that
these parameters have an interaction between them.
The interaction Nozzle Diameter – Fill Density maybe doesn’t show a lineal graphic with accentuated
horizontal and parallel lines like the previous interactions but talking in general terms they are still
considered parallel so they are absent of interaction too.
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Figure 4.34: Interactions for the signal-to-noise relations between manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the out-parameter Ultimate Tensile Strength.
The ANOVA analysis confirms that the p-values of the interactions are effectively really far from
being statistically significant and this means there is no interaction between manufacturing
parameter that influence how robust one is compared to the other and vice versa. This means that
one doesn’t vary (augmenting or decreasing) the sensibility respect to the variation sources.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for SN ratios
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.433
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.224
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.604
Table 4.19: P-values of the signal-to-noise interactions between manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the out-parameter Ultimate Tensile Strength.
 Maximum Elongation
The maximum elongation, also known as elongation at break, is the relation between the length
variation and the initial length after the material fails during the traction test. It expresses the
capacity of the material to resist changes in its shape without any intern damage happening. In the
following table the mean values of the Maximum Elongation parameter for each of the experiments.
Each value is the result of the mean of the 5 test-tubes tested for each configuration.
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Table 4.20: Compilation of the mean values of the Maximum Elongation parameter for each of the
experiments defined in the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement.

Mains effects for Means
In the 4.35 figure it can be observed the main effects of the independent variables (manufacturing
parameters) over the depending variable: Maximum Elongation. On each level of the manufacturing
parameters the mean value is calculated and it is compared against the general mean to see if there
is any particular factor that evidences a considerable difference in the final result of the outparameter that is being evaluated.
The Orientation parameter is the one that shows a bigger variation around the calculated mean for
each of the test-tubes. The graphic shows that depending on the level used to print the test-tubes
they will be able to present elongations more or less noticeable with also noticeable variations. For
this reason it seems like it is the most influential parameter.
The mean results of the out-parameter Maximum Elongation for the rest of the manufacturing
parameters don’t show clearly their influence in regard to this factor because independently of which
level has been used the final result doesn’t look to vary a big deal.
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Figure 4.35: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters over the mean value of the results
referent to the Maximum Elongation.
To confirm that the previous hypothesis is valid they need to be justified using the values obtained in
the ANOVA analysis in the 4.21 table. This table shows that the only parameter that has enough
statistical influence as to be relevant is the Orientation, because its p-value (0.023) is inferior to 0.05
which means that it is statistically significant being inside the 5% confidence level.
Analysis of Variance for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter
0.642
Layer Height
0.354
Fill Density
0.407
Speed
0.559
Orientation
0.023
Response table for Means
Level
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
2.821
2.514
2.541
2.676
3.754
2
3.060
2.989
3.015
2.810
2.024
3
2.701
3.079
3.026
3.095
2.804
Delta
0.360
0.565
0.486
0.419
1.730
Rank
5
2
3
4
1
Table 4.21: P-values of the different manufacturing parameters for the mean values of the outparameter Maximum Elongation.
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Interaction for Means
The objective of this section is to study if the values of the dependent variable Maximum Elongation
depend on the interaction that may occur between the different manufacturing parameters. If the
interaction between two parameters exist when the effect over the dependent variable depends on
the level of the other factor.
The only quadrant where it seems to be an interaction is the one that links the Nozzle Diameter – Fill
Density, because there is a significant difference in the value of the inclination of the lines that are
being matched. To be more specific it is an inverse interaction because the lines cross.

Figure 4.36: Interaction between the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to the
Maximum Elongation.
The p-values will be examined to determine how significant the data and the interactions are
between the manufacturing parameters. The 4.22 table model finally show that the interaction
between Nozzle Diameter – Fill Density and the rest, are over the established alpha level (α=0.05),
which means that there are no significant interactions because their p-values are far from the ones
considered as appropriate.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.952
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.200
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.791
Table 4.22: P-values of the manufacturing parameters’ interactions for the mean values of the outparameter Maximum Elongation.
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Mains effects for SN ratios
In the 4.37 figure the behaviour of the obtained results will be studied for the signal-to-noise
relations of the manufacturing parameters over the out-parameter Maximum Elongation.
The signal-to-noise relations quantify or express somehow the link between the mean and the
variation to be able to get better conclusions so they are more consistent.
The signal-to-noise index is designed so the most robust parameters will always have the highest
value of these indexes.
In this case even if the graphic representation seems to indicate that the only parameter that can be
considered robust is the Orientation, this is not sufficient reason to determine to which point this
robustly is true and if it is really significant too. For this reason the ANOVA data in the 4.23 table
must be used to conclude if the Orientation or any other parameter is statistically robust and if this is
the case if it gives the necessary information to determine which the design factors are in order to
minimize the variability in the Maximum Elongation characteristic.

Figure 4.37: Main effects of the signal-to-noise relations of the manufacturing parameters over the
out-parameter Maximum Elongation.
According to the 4.23 table, the Orientation is the only statistically significant parameter that shows a
certain degree of robustness in front of the out-parameter Maximum Elongation. Moreover, given
that we always want to maximize the SN index, the Orientation factor is more effective on its level 1,
orientation Z0. On the other hand the rest of the factors must be analysed to identify which effects
affect the SN index and which affect the mean.
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In this case, none of them affect the mean except from the Orientation parameter, for this reason it
would be interesting to fix the level of the rest of parameters to make the cost lower or to better the
superficial aspect of the part because they don’t seem to substantially affect nor the mean nor the
variability nor the process.
Analysis of Variance for SN ratios
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.709
0.363
0.255
0.330
0.010

Response table for Signal to Noise ratios
Level
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
8.445
7.875
7.705
7.932
11.082
2
9.068
9.088
9.072
8.665
6.070
3
8.445
8.995
9.181
9.362
8.806
Delta
0.624
1.213
1.476
1.430
5.013
Rank
5
4
2
3
1
Table 4.23: P-values for the signal-to-noise relations of the different manufacturing parameters over
the results of the out-parameter Maximum Elongation.

Interaction for SN ratios
Previously during the Interaction for Means analysis we concluded that there is no interaction that
affect the out-variable, for this reason, if the robustness of this parameters is evaluated, the most
probable thing is that there are no interactions.
This same thing can be observer on the 4.38 figure where the different SN relations don’t seem
relevant.
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Figure 4.38: Interactions for the signal-to-noise relations between manufacturing parameters over the
mean results of the out-parameter Maximum Elongation.
The ANOVA results must be studied anyway because the show how robust the interactions between
parameters are and if they have real influence or if it is the noise that makes them look influent when
they are really not.
This being said, in the 4.24 table that gathers the calculated data of the statistical analysis reaffirms
that there is no interaction between manufacturing factors. There is no robustness.

Analysis of Variance for Interaction for SN ratios
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.981
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.124
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.665
Table 4.24: P-value of the signal-to-noise interactions between the manufacturing parameters over
the out-parameter (Maximum Elongation) results.
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 Resilience Module
Previously the resilience has been defined as the capacity of a material to absorb the elastic energy
when it is deformed and giving it away after the load stops being applied. For this reason in this
section we will study how the different configurations composed by the different manufacturing
parameters have affected the deformation energy per volume unit that is required to deform the
material until reaching its elastic limit. We will also study which robustness the manufacturing
parameters present against the obtained values of the Resilience Module, and also the possible
interactions between the parameters that intervene in the final result of this mechanical property of
the studied material.
MR (MPa)

Configuration
PLA_03_01_25_25_Z0
PLA_03_01_50_40_Z45
PLA_03_01_75_60_X90
PLA_03_02_25_40_Z45
PLA_03_02_50_60_X90
PLA_03_02_75_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_25_60_X90
PLA_03_03_50_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_75_40_Z45
PLA_04_01_25_40_X90
PLA_04_01_50_60_Z0
PLA_04_01_75_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_25_60_Z0
PLA_04_02_50_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_75_40_X90
PLA_04_03_25_25_Z45
PLA_04_03_50_40_X90
PLA_04_03_75_60_Z0
PLA_06_01_25_60_Z45
PLA_06_01_50_25_X90
PLA_06_01_75_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_25_25_X90
PLA_06_02_50_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_75_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_25_40_Z0
PLA_06_03_50_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_75_25_X90

1
0,145408671
0,16865909
0,262193867
0,137043099
0,18609121
0,183315518
0,135656969
0,20790841
0,18165497
0,203391335
0,140735708
0,193637551
0,119483324
0,131604786
0,263420854
0,1523069
0,230073835
0,182086883
0,162759409
0,357958797
0,247759198
0,354111704
0,243049493
0,271377342
0,30879281
0,27133957
0,356078669

2
0,142534682
0,18512554
0,281064474
0,152500287
0,154925094
0,169318114
0,137761558
0,134869048
0,205143802
0,194875857
0,127369193
0,18583935
0,128461183
0,164329957
0,220995297
0,160348491
0,187856043
0,186635124
0,171504287
0,366383254
0,243118897
0,390375055
0,209912644
0,266609599
0,315463217
0,267263275
0,403458569

3
0,133703635
0,172016844
0,310859969
0,160388433
0,217818297
0,184093346
0,147648097
0,158007531
0,216012308
0,196671392
0,141594176
0,189847029
0,130245402
0,183085213
0,251537229
0,148960106
0,144572211
0,171095522
0,179641474
0,287046569
0,391466714
0,297560189
0,336445278
0,290230604
0,259037043
0,399243316

4
0,148962961
0,193961398
0,305620768
0,161382159
0,203903572
0,160785188
0,128225821
0,142012545
0,191337145
0,19759637
0,169163277
0,183417586
0,126874687
0,180483387
0,256270319
0,150453915
0,201784615
0,194847352
0,189213749
0,367622414
0,27678458
0,397145038
0,267768579
0,33555811
0,303516674
0,237592054
0,385784329

5
0,198493216
0,286927956
0,165033515
0,203917014
0,261096531
0,136065834
0,138731002
0,210117156
0,204813385
0,139782613
0,176829595
0,131637849
0,170799632
0,260470804
0,150120975
0,220325597
0,157809847
0,175713151
0,326900076
0,321088348
0,361477181
0,275645981
0,318101319
0,291507887
0,250430843
0,369564773

Average Value Standard Deviation
0,142652487
0,006519572
0,183651217
0,01312327
0,289333407
0,019617512
0,155269498
0,011166628
0,193331038
0,024243034
0,191721739
0,040002223
0,137071656
0,006956991
0,156305707
0,030159701
0,200853076
0,014081513
0,199469668
0,004369711
0,143728994
0,015359337
0,185914222
0,006400899
0,127340489
0,004746414
0,166060595
0,020679162
0,250538901
0,017111822
0,152438078
0,004582412
0,19692246
0,033515331
0,178494945
0,014397834
0,175766414
0,009787718
0,354716135
0,019034545
0,275159519
0,031744209
0,378915138
0,019624562
0,258787377
0,033558255
0,305618329
0,034266027
0,301902238
0,010934534
0,257132557
0,013553984
0,382825931
0,01997037

Error
0,006943344
0,012500768
0,018686954
0,010636938
0,023093065
0,038104716
0,006626986
0,028729074
0,013413556
0,004162433
0,014630767
0,006097272
0,004521268
0,019698245
0,016300122
0,004365045
0,03192553
0,013714872
0,009323437
0,020271791
0,030238421
0,01869367
0,031966418
0,032640617
0,010415854
0,012911051
0,019023075

Table 4.25: Compilation of the mean values of the out-parameter Resilience Module for each of the
experiments in the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement.

Mains effects for Means
Observing the 4.39 figure it can be seen how the parameters referent to the Layer Height don’t really
influence the final result of the Resilience Module too much, because it oscillates around the mean
value without creating any apparent distortion creating almost an horizontal line that indicates how
little influence it has.
The Speed parameter offers a negative pendent when the speed grows, for this reason it seems that
the quality of the Resilience Module is worse at higher speeds.
The Nozzle Diameter and the Fill Density have a contrary response to the one of the Speed, because
when they grow the capacity to absorb elastic energy before surpassing the elastic limit also does.
This increment is really significant which means that they are more influent parameters, not only
compared to the Speed but also compared to the rest of parameters.
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Finally the Orientation is also a relevant parameter in order to fabricate a part that has good energy
absorbing properties when it suffers deformation because we can see how the mean caries in
function of the fabrication direction that is being used. It can be seen how the X90 direction is the
better one for this kind of situations.

Figure 4.39: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to the
Resilience Module.
According to the 4.26 table, the ANOVA confirms that the most influential parameters are in
decreasing order: Nozzle Diameter, Orientation and Fill Density, because they are the ones that has a
p-value inferior to 0.05, which means they can be considered statistically significant.
On the other hand, the Speed and Layer Height are really far from being influent in the final result of
the Resilience Module.
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Analysis of Variance for Means
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.002
0.840
0.051
0.187
0.018

Response table for Means
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
0.1834
0.2167
0.1968
0.2346
0.1973
2
0.1779
0.2253
0.2123
0.2247
0.1981
3
0.2990
0.2182
0.2512
0.2009
0.2648
Delta
0.1211
0.0086
0.0544
0.0337
0.0674
Rank
1
5
3
4
2
Table 4.26: P-values of the different manufacturing parameters for the mean of the out-parameter
Resilience Module.
Level

Interaction for Means
In the graphics shown in the 4.40 figure, it doesn’t seem like any manufacturing factor depends on
another factor independently from the level used. It can be observed that in every change of level
between iterations, the lines are practically parallel between them and with a low inclination, which
indicates a low degree of interaction between the studied manufacturing parameters.

Figure 4.40: Interaction between the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to the
Resilience Module.
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The graphic doesn’t tell if the interaction is statistically significant, this is assured by the ANOVA
statistic included in the Taguchi experimental design. In this case, the following table confirms that
there is no visible interaction that affects the resilience property of the material because the p-values
are over the established alpha level (0.05).
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.344
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.772
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.500
Table 4.27: P-values means of the interactions between manufacturing parameters for the outparameter Resilience Module.

Mains effects for SN ratios
The most robust parameters are: Nozzle Diameter, Fill Density and the Orientation because these are
the ones with the highest SN indexes.

Figure 4.41: Main effects of the signal-to-noise relations of the manufacturing parameters over the
out-parameter Resilience Module.
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Through the next table it can be determined the statistical significance of these parameters,
confirming that they really do present robustness in front of the variability of the out-parameter
Resilience Module. At the same time the table shows that if the levels where to be fixated at three:
0.6 mm of nozzle diameter, 75% of infill and a manufacturing orientation of X90 the resulting product
would be more robust in front of permanent deformation and for this reason better results would be
obtained when trying to get a better elastic energy absorption.
Analysis of Variance for SN ratios
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.003
0.880
0.039
0,216
0,028

Response table for Signal to Noise ratios
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
-14.95
-13.69
-14.73
-13.30
-14.49
2
-15.16
-13.42
-13.80
-13.15
-14.29
3
-10.70
-13.70
-12.28
-14.36
-12.02
Delta
4.45
0.28
2.45
1.21
2.47
Rank
1
5
3
4
2
Table 4.28: P-values of the signal-to-noise relations of the different manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter Resilience Module.
Level

Interaction for SN ratios
In the 4.42 figure it can be observed how the different quadrants referent to the interactions of the
signal-to-noise interactions between manufacturing parameters are formed by parallel lines between
them and with a little to no variation of the inclination between one level and the next. For this
reason, the graphic representation seems to tell that there is no robustness between interactions,
which isn’t weird at all because in the Interaction for Means graphic it already didn’t look like there
was any interaction between the manufacturing factors in response to the out-signal, Resilience
Module.
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Figure 4.42: Interactions for the signal-to-noise relations between manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the out-parameter Resilience Module.
Through the next table it is confirmed that there is not any interaction that is statistically significant,
because in each case the p-values are really far from the optimal values to be able to be really
influential over the out-parameter Resilience Module.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for SN ratios
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.406
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.639
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.860
Table 4.29: P-values of the signal-to-noise interactions between the manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter Resilience Module.
 Tenacity Module
It is really important to know the difference there is between the tenacity and the resilience terms,
they are really similar and may bring to errors.
The tenacity is the quantity of absorbed energy by the material before breaking, while the resilience
is the energy accumulated during the elastic deformation. A material can surpass its resilience limit
and continue to deform (permanently) without breaking. When it reaches the breaking point it will
be its tenacity.
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This property is important when designing parts that can be accidentally overloaded, because the
materials with a high tenacity module will highly distortion when overloading; even if this would
happen they can be preferable to those with a low value, because they would suddenly break
without any telling of a close failure.
In the following table the obtained values of the tenacity module are registered for each of the
configurations. This results come from the traction tests made over the 5 test-tubes for each of the
27 experiments.

MT(MPa)

Configuration
PLA_03_01_25_25_Z0
PLA_03_01_50_40_Z45
PLA_03_01_75_60_X90
PLA_03_02_25_40_Z45
PLA_03_02_50_60_X90
PLA_03_02_75_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_25_60_X90
PLA_03_03_50_25_Z0
PLA_03_03_75_40_Z45
PLA_04_01_25_40_X90
PLA_04_01_50_60_Z0
PLA_04_01_75_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_25_60_Z0
PLA_04_02_50_25_Z45
PLA_04_02_75_40_X90
PLA_04_03_25_25_Z45
PLA_04_03_50_40_X90
PLA_04_03_75_60_Z0
PLA_06_01_25_60_Z45
PLA_06_01_50_25_X90
PLA_06_01_75_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_25_25_X90
PLA_06_02_50_40_Z0
PLA_06_02_75_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_25_40_Z0
PLA_06_03_50_60_Z45
PLA_06_03_75_25_X90

1
0,190869784
0,407666962
0,43093597
0,193184884
0,624356273
0,829894786
0,18538449
0,539272424
0,32037688
0,378991238
0,587835226
0,470707666
0,478770362
0,239091304
0,754104215
0,229525095
0,412928335
0,711861381
0,109324317
0,442231642
0,560171024
0,572053223
0,700721089
0,562309368
0,9283245
0,78040546
0,72443738

2
0,275618248
0,415129549
0,511619808
0,256510603
0,608109841
0,76606476
0,174898211
0,439280487
0,384790037
0,367211923
0,416220385
0,470735042
0,442208685
0,227693526
0,774214765
0,232709858
0,466500214
0,649552633
0,193961778
0,570981074
0,868996236
0,542529701
0,679104342
0,605605837
0,946937119
0,785552022
0,81972202

3
0,178076301
0,333285218
0,410135762
0,377264119
0,547535971
0,698363931
0,176339816
0,551509202
0,379245819
0,347565797
0,475339726
0,479116296
0,505383342
0,3315299
0,69245007
0,226236526
0,519923141
0,604016327
0,232959651
0,505013839
0,558009766
0,68901853
0,524815761
0,895464448
0,598512131
0,65542574

4
0,344225854
0,396649901
0,457600001
0,19912459
0,594954373
0,627547126
0,161521245
0,513346646
0,409444279
0,323338144
0,645080939
0,43158692
0,485284553
0,271120943
0,691215289
0,249461349
0,681052849
0,59357611
0,454547134
0,541004063
0,689980105
0,679234175
0,731831442
0,50247704
0,885794655
0,237739067
0,732708789

5
0,387909264
0,428009371
0,272307814
0,541325402
0,484348836
0,176010526
0,506228403
0,393843039
0,290235033
0,601698286
0,34805769
0,489682361
0,215987977
0,583473562
0,243760039
0,371195921
0,523742094
0,45810089
0,506305339
0,549429759
0,598955085
0,663670624
0,440258054
0,961719619
0,426930598
0,771909486

Average Value Standard Deviation
0,247197547
0,077830568
0,388128179
0,032369955
0,447660183
0,039571358
0,259678402
0,074303583
0,583256372
0,037006396
0,681243888
0,133450149
0,174830858
0,008546901
0,509927432
0,043607731
0,377540011
0,033936585
0,341468427
0,03557188
0,545234912
0,095527763
0,440040723
0,054639382
0,48026586
0,023427178
0,25708473
0,046410257
0,69909158
0,074403553
0,236338573
0,009860627
0,490320092
0,120418815
0,616549709
0,069770397
0,289778754
0,158472448
0,51513053
0,055319842
0,634718193
0,147982006
0,59015639
0,053948356
0,692869205
0,025673743
0,527093212
0,062361642
0,923648068
0,032561055
0,565827856
0,235756877
0,740840683
0,060865516

Error
0,074138672
0,030834485
0,037694289
0,07077899
0,035250996
0,127119936
0,008141478
0,041539197
0,032326802
0,033884527
0,090996399
0,05204756
0,022315909
0,044208785
0,070874217
0,009392887
0,114706744
0,066460835
0,150955301
0,058915632
0,140962474
0,051389313
0,024455908
0,059403514
0,03101652
0,22457374
0,057978358

Table 4.30: Compilation of the mean values of the out-parameter Tenacity Module for each of the
experiments in the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement.

Mains effects for Means
Normally a material with high tenacity (a high force has to be applied to break it) comes normally
with lots high resilience, for this reason, it wouldn’t be strange to think that the manufacturing
parameters will have a similar influence in the mechanical behaviour of this property. But how we
can observe in the 4.43 table the influence of this two parameters are really different to the one
shown in the 4.39 table, this may be because in this project the traction test that has been done to
characterize the mechanical properties of the PLA has been done to test-tubes with different
quantities of infill, and not to completely solid test-tubes.
This being said it can be observed how the Nozzle Diameter and the Fill Density increment the value
of the tenacity module the higher the level of this parameters get. In fact, the inclination of the lines
is really noticeable which means that their influence is really present.
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In regard of the values obtained in function of the Orientation, it can be observed how the tenacity
Module varies a lot when changing the fabrication direction of the disposition of the layers. In
particular, when the Z0 orientation is chosen, the values highly augment reaching values far from the
mean, but if we use the Z45 orientation the values are at the lowest. This drastic change tells us the
most adequate orientation to fabricate parts with great capacity of energy absorption before its
rupture.
This is the first time that the Layer Height shows some influence in an out-parameter, Tenacity
Module. It seems that for a 0.1 mm Layer Height the adherence between threads for the
conformation of each layer is not enough to obtain good unions that contraries the applied load in
order to obtain a good tenacity module. On the other hand, when incrementing the Layer Height
using 0.2 mm the part behaviour gets considerably better which tell us that the Layer Height used is
really important and we have to take it into account during the design process.
Finally, the in the Speed parameter doesn’t leave very clear which is its effect over the mean results
referent to the Tenacity Module, because from the first level to the second, 25-40mm/s, the tenacity
grows and when we increment the speed again from the second level to the third, 40-60 mm/s, the
tenacity value decreases to a similar point to the one of the first level.

Figure 4.43: Main effects of the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to the
Tenacity Module.
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Interpreting the p-values of the ANOVA statistical analysis of the 4.31 table, it can be confirmed that
all the parameters has certain influence over the Tenacity Module property, because each of them
has a p-value under 0.05 which means that they are inside the significance level established at 5%,
α=0.05. At the same time the rank indicates that the orientation is the most influential parameter
under these circumstances followed by the Nozzle Diameter, the Fill Density, the Layer Height and in
a lower measure the Speed.
Analysis of Variance for Means
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.001
0.012
0.002
0.046
0.001

Response table for Means
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
0.4077
0.4277
0.3937
0.4687
0.5924
2
0.4563
0.5301
0.5053
0.5342
0.3713
3
0.6089
0.5151
0.5739
0.4701
0.5092
Delta
0.2012
0.1024
0.1802
0.0655
0.2211
Rank
2
4
3
5
1
Table 4.31: P-values of the different manufacturing parameters for the out-parameter Tenacity
Module means.
Level

Interaction for Means
In the 4.44 graphic, it can be seen how there doesn’t seem to be any interaction between Layer
Height – Fill Density because independently from the level of study the lines are generally parallel
and with low inclination variation.
On the other hand, in the interaction between the Nozzle Diameter – Layer Height it can be noticed
how maintaining the nozzle of 0.3 mm or 0.4 mm during a layer height of 0.1 or 0.2 mm the Tenacity
Module augments but when using a 0.3mm layer height the response is lower and doesn’t augment
anymore. At the same time, when using a 0.2mm layer height and passing from a 0.3 mm to a 0.4
mm nozzle the tenacity module is inferior when in the same combinations of the same quadrant the
value of the elasticity module always is higher when using a higher nozzle diameter, independently
from the Layer Height that is being used.
To finish with, observing the interaction between the Nozzle Diameter – Fill Density, it seems like
there are possibilities of one factor depending on the other and vice versa, because as it can be seen
in the lineal graphic there is a similar behaviour as in the previous interaction, which would mean
that their interaction intervenes when trying to maximize the response of the out-parameter,
Tenacity Module.
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Figure 4.44: Interaction between the manufacturing parameters over the mean results referent to the
Tenacity Module.
Like it has been explained before, the graphic representation isn’t enough to determine the statistical
significance of the interactions, we must evaluate the p-values in the 4.32 table. As thought, they
confirm the hypothesis and they are statistically significant, specially the case between the Nozzle
Diameter – Layer Height. On the other hand, the studied interaction between the Layer Height – Fill
Density don’t have much of an interaction, between theme there is not an influence between one
and other that affect the Tenacity Module.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for Means
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.012
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.016
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.186
Table 4.32: P-values of the interactions between manufacturing parameters for the mean values of
the out-parameter Tenacity Module.

Mains effects for SN ratios
The following graphic shows the results referent to the SN relation of every manufacturing
parameter against the out-parameter Tenacity Module. In the 4.45 figure it can be seen which is the
proportion between signal values of the out-parameter and the noise or self-error of each influential
parameter for the obtained results of the Tenacity Module.
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The Fill Density seems to be the most robust parameter with a SN growing relation, really similar to
the Main effects for Means graphic in this sub-section.
The Nozzle Diameter parameter also has a considerable growth of the SN index in each section
where the level changes happen, which means that when the Nozzle Diameter grow it is less
susceptible to the changes in the out-parameter, or said in another way, when the Nozzle Diameter is
bigger the Young Module values don’t vary much when we have it as fix on the configuration.
The same happens with the Orientation, but in this case because we are talking about the position of
the part regarding the coordinate system of the machine, the graphic doesn’t show a lineal rise but it
shows the importance that this parameter has that minimize the variation of the final result of the
Tenacity Module, under the desired work conditions.
Regarding the Layer Height and Speed, they behave similarly with SN indexes that makes us think
that they have little influence when controlling the out-parameter Tenacity Module. For this reason,
we should try to find out how we can set these parameters in order to decrease the cost of the parts
or make the superficial appearance of the part better, because they don’t look like they can make
better the Tenacity Module characteristic.

Figure 4.45: Main effects for the signal-to-noise relations of the manufacturing parameters over the
out-parameter Tenacity Module.
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Because the graphic representation isn’t enough to tell if a parameter is robust enough, we will use
the statistical analysis. This analysis as mentioned before has a significance level of 5%, for this
reason for a parameter to be considered statistically significant it will have to have a p-value under
0.05. We can see that the values represented in the 4.33 table: Fill Density, Nozzle Diameter and
Orientation are the only factors that comply this requirement, while the rest don’t seem reliable as
factors because a big part their composition comes from the error and not from their influence on
the final properties of the part.
Analysis of Variance for SN ratios
Source
Nozzle Diameter
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation

p-value
0.004
0.071
0.003
0,.147
0.004

Response table for Signal to Noise ratios
Nozzle
Layer Height
Fill Density
Speed
Orientation
Diameter
1
-8.503
-7.727
-9.254
-7.303
-4.999
2
-7.326
-6.037
-6.212
-6.094
-9.013
3
-4.671
-6.736
-5.037
-7.102
-6.488
Delta
3.832
1.689
4.214
1.209
4.014
Rank
3
4
1
5
2
Table 4.33: P-values for the signal-to-noise relations of the different manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter Tenacity Module.
Level

Interaction for SN ratios
In the previous section Interaction for Means, it has been confirmed the interaction Nozzle Diameter
– Fill Density and the interaction Nozzle Diameter – Layer Height through the interpretation of the
data gathered in the 4.32 table.
Now we must study how robust these interactions are respect the out-variable Tenacity Module
evaluating the interaction of the SN relations in each case, this way we will be able to know if they
really have a real influence.
The 4.46 figure shows a graphic representation really similar to the one in Interaction for Means. This
may indicate the possible robustness of the interactions Nozzle Diameter – Fill Density and Nozzle
Diameter – Layer Height.
We can affirm that there really is robustness, now what we have to do is check the p-values of these
interactions to see if they are apt to consider them statistically significant.
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Figure 4.46: Interactions for the signal-to-noise relations between the manufacturing parameters over
the results referent to the out-parameter Tenacity Module.
The results obtained through the ANOVA inform us that the robustness between the signal-to-noise
relations of the interactions Nozzle Diameter – Layer Height and Nozzle Diameter – Fill Density are
real and reliable, which means they are statistically significant, because the p-values are inside the
significance rank established in this study.
Analysis of Variance for Interaction for SN ratios
Source
p-value
Nozzle Diameter vs Layer Height
0.050
Nozzle Diameter vs Fill Density
0.030
Layer Height vs Fill Density
0.242
Table 4.34: P-values of the signal-to-noise interactions between manufacturing parameters over the
results referent to the out-parameter Tenacity Mode.
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5. Results discussion
The traction test has allowed the measurement of the properties related with the traction resistance
and the ductility of the studied material, PLA. Its values have varied depending on the manufacturing
parameters configuration associated with each experiment determined by the Taguchi’s orthogonal
arrangement.
This being said, in the previous section, the Minitab Statistical Software has been used to do the
Taguchi’s statistical analysis. This analysis has allowed to quantitatively acquire the influence of the
manufacturing parameters studied over the mechanical characteristics of the PLA test-tubes printed
through FFF technique.
To be able to determine the different applications and characteristics that the FFF technology has to
offer when the final parts have to resist mechanical traction forces while functioning, an evaluation
of the obtained results have to be done to find out those premises that will later support the final
conclusions in this study ambit.
This being said, in this section the results will be analysed by looking at the obtained data and results
during the investigation and the basic theoretical base described through this project.

5.1. Material’s traction resistance
After doing the tests, the Strain-Stress graphics have allowed us to extract those magnitudes related
with the traction resistance of the material.
In the first section of the graphics it can be appreciated a section slightly straight where the applied
tension is proportionally lineal to the lineal deformation produced. This interval approximately
between the zero tension value and the proportionality limit has allowed determining the value of
the elastic module or Young’s Module (E) of the material.
Depending on the value the Young’s Module acquires inside the elastic zone, the material will be
more or less rigid in front of the opposing resistance to a length change. Generally, stiff pendent and
high values of the module imply more stiffness.
The elastic limit defined as the maximum tension that the material can support without any visible
permanent deformation happens after the load is no longer acting on the part, is a magnitude that
frequently is hard to distinguish because it is confused with the proportionality limit. For this reason,
the conventional elastic limit has been set to 0,2% so it is more practice to identify which is the
tension through which the material suffers permanent deformations, meaning the performance
limits of the mechanical components of the part. If the value of this characteristic is high, it will allow
the part to work with higher tensions without suffering permanent deformations.
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The other factor that intervenes in the traction resistance of the material is the maximum tension
that a material can endure before breaking, Ultimate Tensile Strength. The value of this parameter
depends on the hardening of the material during its plastic deformation, where it is necessary to
apply increasing tension values to be able to deform the material.
This being said, after doing the statistical analysis of properties it has been proved that there are
certain manufacturing parameters that offer a better traction resistance, making the manufactured
PLA test-tubes better when under this kind of efforts.
The main factor that determines the traction resistance of the parts in this project is the diameter of
the extruded thread, together with the part’s orientation and the Fill Density. In this sense, it has
been seen that the best configuration of factors to achieve a maximum tensile strength is composed
by a nozzle diameter of 0.6mm, 75% Fill Density and an orientation in X90.
Regarding the orientation, it has been proved that the tests where the manufacturing orientation of
the part has been X90, the test-tunes has a better traction resistance, independently from the levels
of the other printing parameters of the configuration.
Each level associated with the orientation has been selected in a way that the layers are printed
perpendicular to the traction forces direction to be able to counter the weak union of the set, which
is the union of threads from one layer with the ones in the next layer.
Orienting the part in the X90 direction betters this inconvenient, because it allows the number of
aligned threads in the direction of the force to be bigger and thus to exist a higher number of
reinforcement fibers to counter deformation. Moreover, in this case, the union force between layers
is bigger because the printing time between the printing of one layer and the next one is shorter,
which allows for a better diffusion of the polymeric chains and thus a better contact between the
threads of successive layers in comparison to the ones with printed in other orientations. This proves
that for a same geometry printed with different orientations but with the same forces scheme, the
mechanical behavior can be much different.
Regarding the Fill Density parameter, it has been verified how the test-tubes manufactured with a
higher percentage show a better traction resistance. The effect of this factor might be the most
obvious one, because the task of this parameter consists on defining the quantity of material and the
space between threads in the interior of the par. For this reason, depending on the thread number,
which act as reinforcement fibers even with the anisotropy in this kind of manufacturing technique, it
will make an infill density variation and a more or less solid part. For this reason, it is obvious that the
parts printer using a 75% Fill Density give a better stiffness to the part, making it less susceptible to a
deformation due to the traction forces.

It has been proved that the Nozzle Diameter is the most robust and influent factor when giving the
part a higher traction resistance. The reason is that a thicker thread oriented in the same direction as
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the thinner threads, can accumulate more thermic energy because its cooling time until reaching
ambient temperature is higher. This allows the whole layer to maintain a higher temperature and for
this reason the thread union intra-layer and inter-layer will be more consistent, because the number
of polymeric chains shared between threads will be higher.
Moreover, if at the moment of creating the trajectories that form the inside of the layer (infill) we
use a higher dimension filament, it means that the number of threads to create the part will be
smaller and this means that there will be less residual tensions. It is worth noticing that the fact of
cooling more slowly also makes these tensions smaller.
On the other hand, the fact that there is no interaction between the Nozzle Diameter and Layer
Height is curious because they are very similar factors. Both augment the thread size the first as it
has been seen affects the thickness and the second makes the threads more or less taller. In fact,
according previous investigations a higher layer height means less number of layers to create the
part, which would lesser the distortion of the part, meaning better mechanical properties when
facing traction forces.
It could occur the contrary effect, because it is known that the Layer Height values are
recommendable to be set between 15-75 % of the dimensions of the Nozzle Diameter. If really thin
layers are extruded, the nozzle is really close to the previous layer while printing which betters the
adherence between layers, but for layer heights under 25% some negative factors occur such as, a
bad resolution of the extruder (the motor would have to rotate to a really slow speed in an uniform
way, which he is not capable of) or the material could go through the extruder head collapsing the
exit and adding less material in every extruded thread this would imply slightly thinner filament lines
which would make harder the union between threads and layers.
On the contrary if the Layer Height is higher than 75% of the nozzle diameter the threads are
rounded which implies a bad adherence between the inferior and superior layers, because the
contact would be limited to a thin line where the two filaments are tangential. The configurations
with these characteristics should produce more fragile parts which haven’t been appreciated in the
result analysis.
In the next table it can be seen how the configurations with a Nozzle Diameter of 0,3-0,4 mm and a
layer height of 0,3 mm are out of the optimal range. The maximum recommended height is 0,225
mm and 0,3 mm respectively. It happens the same for a Nozzle Diameter of 0,6 mm and a Layer
Height of 0,1 mm because it is really close of being a layer height excessively small.

Nozzle Diameter (mm)
Max Layer Height (mm)
Min Layer Height (mm)
0,3
0,225
0,045
0,4
0,3
0,06
0,6
0,4
0,09
Table 5.1: Layer Height recommended interval according to the Nozzle Diameter used.
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The reason why the Layer Height doesn’t seem to have any effect on the traction resistance and the
manufacturing factor Nozzle Diameter might be because the size of the contour of the piece has not
varied even if using different orientations and nozzle diameters sizes. This produces a reduction on
the space reserved for the infill of the part which could counter the action of the layer height in the
mechanical behavior of the test-tube. The other hypothesis could be that the chosen range isn’t wide
enough to notice significant effects.
The speed doesn’t seem to have any relevant effect on the traction resistance properties, it might be
because the range of study doesn’t allow to see which variation it produces over the Young Module
properties, the elastic limit and the Ultimate Tensile Strength. Even if this is the case some alterations
due to this factor should be noticeable, because a higher speed implies a shorter layer manufacturing
time which would allow for a better union between threads due to the increased thermic energy, in
other words, the result would be bigger union forces.

5.2. Material ductility
As it has been seen, the traction test is a destructive process that gives information about the
traction resistance, the elastic limit and the ductility of the material.
This section will be focused on studying which effect have the manufacturing parameters had over
the deformation degree of the test-tube, because some properties like the maximum deformation
before breaking and the tenacity module have been influenced by the ductility degree suffered by
the part during the traction test, while the values of the resilience module have varied depending on
the elastic capacity of being able to endure reversible deformations.
Regarding the maximum deformation it has been observed that a Z0 orientation implies an
increment of the final length of the test-tube before breaking, meaning that this orientation is
beneficial to make it more ductile. The reason why this orientation allows the lengthening to be
longer is because the trajectories that the extruder-head follow to create each of the layers, define a
raster to raster and a raster angle that allow the part to be more flexible, which allow for an
irreversible displacement of the polymeric chains. This way, this kind of structures have a bigger
lengthening capacity that translates into an elongation of the final length. On the other hand, these
configurations are not he more rigid or resistant but they tend to be soft and have more tenacity.
The tenacity module is also affected by a Z0 orientation, even if to being able to have higher values of
tenacity other factors are also required, like the Nozzle Diameter, the Fill Density and in lesser
measure the Layer Height and Speed. According to the level assigned to each experiment, these
manufacturing parameters will offer the material more ductility and tenacity, with the peculiarity of
being able to absorb a higher quantity of energy by volume unit between the zero deformation and
the one correspondent to the elastic limit (Ultimate Tensile Strength).
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This being said, the bigger the area under the Stress-Strain curve is the better the material properties
will be to be able to absorb energy without fracturing. To get these conditions the test-tubes will
have to have a high elastic limit, a low elastic module and a good ductility to have the most possible
tenacity.
A high elastic limit is reached by augmenting the dimensions of the extruded thread through the
Nozzle Diameter and augmenting the filling of the part by the % established by the Fill Density, this
way through stronger thread unions that form each layer and a higher number of reinforcement
fibers an increase on the elastic limit is obtained because there are more threads that counter the
elastic and plastic deformations. This also makes the test-tube more rigid and susceptible to suffer a
fragile rupture without much plastic deformation, for this reason it is convenient to use a Z0
orientation because as we has seen counters this effect making the part more ductile and at the
same time with more tenacity.
Due to this relation, it is not strange that during the results analysis it has been verified the existence
of interactions between the manufacturing factors Nozzle Diameter-Layer Height and Nozzle
Diameter-Fill Density. The Layer height affects the union between layers while the thickness affects
the union between threads of the same layer. The quantity of printer layers determines the
difference of temperatures between the inferior layers and the ones that will succeed, for this reason
the bigger the layer quantity the bigger the difference. To obtain a better elastic behavior the used
nozzle should be the bigger one, and to decrease the effect of temperature difference between
layers the layer height has to be bigger to minimize the effect and better the mechanical resistance.
Referent to the Fill Density and Nozzle Diameter the augment on the nozzle implies that a big part of
the interior part of the test-tube is composed of contours, making it more solid and rigid.
Regarding the speed, this time it must be taken into account because the result analysis specifies
that it is a relevant factor. It says that it is recommended that this factor is set in an intermediate
level to favor the tenacity behavior of the part. It has been verified that a high speed implies a lesser
elaboration time of the layers, which makes the temperature difference lower and thus creating a
layer union more resistant. But if the speed is really high it can worsen these qualities, because the
material doesn’t have enough time to relax the efforts created by the pass through the nozzle. This
makes a uniform flux speed which makes the properties and dimensions of the extruded thread
worse. On the other hand, a low printing speed allows a better adherence between threads of the
same layer but if the speed is too slow it the layers may not adhere to one another correctly or it will
create void spaces between layers which might make the layers to separate. For these reasons it
makes sense to use and intermediate velocity that allows the threads and the layers to adhere to
each other correctly without creating structural problems that might bring to layer or threads
separation.
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The resilience module is the energy by volume unit that the part can store until reaching the elastic
limit, for this reason, the value of this parameter is equal to the area under the curve in the elastic
deformations zone. This being said, the statistical analysis has detected that the configurations with
the manufacturing factors Nozzle Diameter, Orientation and Fill Density established on the third level
(0,6 mm-X90-75 %) they use to give high resilience in the material, which means the their influence
allow the test-tube to endure higher forces every time without permanent deformation, which
results in an augment of this parameter.
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6. Cost analysis
On the following section engineering cost is studied. This study covers different project steps done
manufacturing costs (energy consumption, table 6.4), (human resources, table 6.3), computers,
printer and software licenses (non-expendable elements, table 6.2) and building materials
(consumables, table 6.1). Therefore at finally it shows the Breakdown of design costs (table 6.5).

Concept
PLA plastic (coil)
Brass Hotend Nozzle 0.3 mm
Brass Hotend Nozzle 0.4 mm
Brass Hotend Nozzle 0.6 mm
Hobbed Bolt M8 + Nuts
3DLAC 400ml
BCNNozzle Hotend with nozzle 0.4
Wire extender for Nema 17 with
connector
Pololu DRV8825

Consumable equipment
Quantity
Unit Cost (€)
4
24.95
2
9.68
2
9.68
2
9.68
1
7.87
1
7.20
1
36.30
2
3.63

5.32
TOTAL
Table 6.1: Consumable equipment

Concept
Computer
BCN3D+
Solidworks Student
Edition
Slic3r
Netfabb
Microsoft EXCEL 2010
Minitab 17

1

Non-expendable equipment
Cost (€)
Amortization (%)
2,000.00
10
800.00
25
Free software
5
Free software
Free software
135
Free software

25
10
25
10
TOTAL
Table 6.2: Non-expandable equipment

Total Cost (€)
99.8
19,36
19.36
19.36
7,87
7.20
36.30
7.26
5.32
221.83 €

Total (€)
200
200
33.75
433.75 €
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Human Resources
Concept
Documentation
Design of Taguchi
Method
Parameterization of
experiments with
Slic3r software
3D printing of the
samples
Repairing of 3D Printer
issues
Metrology and
weighing of the
samples
Elaboration of the
traction test Protocol
Traction Test
Design of the
Spreadsheet Excel
Execution of
Spreadsheet Excel
Analysis of Taguchi
Statistical Method
(Minitab)

Hours
88
7.5

€/hour
7.15
7.15

Total (€)
629.2
53.625

4.25

7.15

30.387

238.4

7.15

1,704.56

21

7.15

150.15

4.5

7.15

32.175

12.5

7.15

89.375

42
24

7.15
7.15

300.3
171.6

90

7.15

643.5

18

7.15

128.7

TOTAL
Table 6.3: Human Resources

Concept

Hours

3D printing hours
by BCN3D+

238.4

Manufacturing Costs
Power
requirements
0.2 kWh

Price of
electricity
0.12522 €/kWh

3,933.572 €

Total Cost
5.97 €

Table 6.4: Manufacturing Costs
Breakdown of design costs
Concept
Cost (€)
Consumable equipment
221.83
Non-expendable equipment
433.75
Human Resources
3,933.572
Manufacturing costs
5.97
TOTAL PROJECT COST
4,595.122 €
Table 6.5: Breakdown of design costs
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7. Conclusions
After analysing the obtained results the following conclusions can be extracted:



















This project has aimed to determine which is the real influence of the manufacturing
parameters and to know how they affect the mechanical behaviour of the parts when they
are under traction forces. In this department, the Nozzle Diameter, the Orientation and the
Fill Density play a huge part.
The parts manufactured through FFF see their mechanical properties affected by the
manufacturing parameters because they influence the anisotropic behavior of the structure,
caused by the printer when deposing the material in a directional manner.
To manufacture more elastic and rigid parts it is necessary to make the solidest or
continuous possible and moreover to orient the threads in the correct direction to make
them act as reinforcement fibres.
The optimal configuration to obtain a better traction resistance is:
o Nozzle Diameter: 0.6 mm.
o Orientation: X90.
o Fill Density: 75 %.
To manufacture tenacious parts it is necessary to decrease the Young Module and have a
high elastic limit, this way fragile breaks due to stiffness excess will be avoided.
The optimal configuration to better the impact absorption ability of the test-tube is:
o Nozzle Diameter: 0.6 mm.
o Orientation: Z0.
o Fill Density: 75 %.
The Nozzle Diameter-Layer Height interaction affects negatively the behaviour of the part
when the value of both parameters match, because the contact between threads under this
conditions is limited to a thin line (purely tangential contact) that harms the union forces due
to the rounded dimensions of the extruded thread.
In some occasions it is in our best interest that the extruded thread has reduced dimensions
and that the Fill Density has a high value, this way a good quality of union between threads is
obtained and fragile breaks are avoided. This allows obtaining a good response from the part
when it suffers permanent deformation.
The interaction degree between parameters in this project is low, this might be because the
chosen range for the levels associated to each factor isn’t wide enough so significant effects
to the variation and influence of the interactions over the mechanical behaviour of the part
are noticed.
Even if the obtained results are congruent and the test-tubes has been rigorously designed
following the same printing procedure and under the same test conditions, there is the
possibility that external factors outside of the operator reach have intervened in the
process.
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The effect of the different factors over the manufactured parts though the FFF technique
don’t vary, independently from the shape of the part. This means that even if probably the
properties’ magnitudes studied vary depending on the material and the limitations of the
printed used, it is possible to manufacture parts for very specific applications through the
control of these parameters.
To know the faculties of the manufacturing parameters, allows to find out in advance which
will be the parts’ behaviour when working under traction forces, which means that it will
allow to know which is the best combination of factors so that the part can do the job it has
been designed for correctly.
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9. Annex
The Execution protocol of the traction tests and the Stress-Strain curves obtained for each
configuration established by the Taguchi’s orthogonal arrangement is included in this chapter.
9.1. Traction Test execution Protocol
Because this is an experimental study, an Experimental protocol also known as Operation’s standard
procedure has been created for the traction tests done in this project. This protocol contains the
necessary instructions to orient and lead the execution process of the investigation (4.3 section).

1. Objective
Exhaustively defining the procedure that must be followed to develop accurately the traction test for
the test-bars printed beforehand using the technic of Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM).

2. Application responsibility and cover
The responsibility of application and cover of this procedure falls onto the personnel (technic and/or
auxiliary) that proceeds to do the traction test to the test-bars.

3. Definitions
Test-bar: this test-bars have been sized according to the norm UNE-EN-ISO-527-1=2012 (Plastics:
Determination of tensile properties), even though the test-bars are not completely normalized due
to the norm referring to completely solid test-bars and the ones used in this procedure contain
different levels of fill-density. For this reason, the test-bars have been slightly modified so the
traction tests can be done.
The maximum dimensions are shown in the beneath figure, using millimetres (figure 1).
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Figure 1
PLA: polylactic acid is a biodegradable polymer that derivate from the lactic acid. It is a highly
versatile material that is made of 100% renewable resources, like corn, beet, wheat and other
products that rich in starch. This acid has equivalent or even better properties tan many plastics that
come from the petroleum, this makes it effective for a great variety of uses.
Tools: instrument designed and created to develop a specific function.
Digital micrometre: also known as micrometre screw gauge or simply Palmer, it’s a measurement
instrument the functioning of which is based in the micrometre screw and its used to measure the
dimensions of an object with high precision, on the order of hundredths of millimetres (0.01) and
thousandths of millimetres (0.001 mm).

4. Description
4.1. Material and equipment
-

Black indelible marker.
Adhesive tape.
Precision scale.
Digital micrometre.
PLA test-bars.
Traction MachineMicrotest EM2/20.
25 kN load cell.
Acquisition data system Spider y Microtest.
Screwdriver kit to fix the cabling to the Spider acquisition data system.
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-

Microtest software, Catman 4.5.
Jaws.
DD1 Red Extensometer.
DD2 Blue Extensometer.
Line/Gauge to align the jaws.
Wrench.
Spanner wrench 80-120.
Spanner wrench 35-50.
Open end wrench 20-22.
Ring spanner 22-24.
Ring spanner 24-27.

4.2. Sample preparation
1) Every test-bar must have written in every side the number of identification, with its proper
naming so it’s easy to know with what printing configuration we are working with.
Furthermore, if we are working with different test-bars with the same configuration, they
must include in each of their bases the chronological fabrication number so we can
differentiate them. To do this, we will use an indelible marker.

Figure 2
2) The next step consists in doing the metrology of every test-bar using the digital micrometre.
The metrology will be done to the area where the tests are going to focus. This area is the
one shown at figure 1 that has a 57 mm length.
The next steps show how the micrometre or Palmer has to be used to obtain a satisfactory
measure. In Figure 3 we show an image of the Palmer that we are going to use and a
comparison with the parts of a conventional Palmer.
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-

-

-

-

-

Figure 3
Verify that the micrometre is clean. Don’t forget to perfectly clean the measuring sides of the
spindle and the anvil, or you will not get exact measures. To perfectly do the measurement, it
is essential that the object that is going to be measured is clean from oils and dust.
Use de micrometre adequately. For a good micrometre use, fix the micrometre to a support,
this way we will get the body to handle steady during the measurement and we will not have
to worry about holding it.
First, verify that the zero is aligned. To do this, bring the micrometric spindle until reaching
the anvil, then press the micrometre red button to set the zero, this way, we will have it
calibrated. We should see that a zero appears in the display screen.
The measurements will be done along the 57 mm area shown in Figure 1. We will measure
the width (Figure 4) and the thickness (Figure 5) 5 times each.
To get good results, before the spindle touches the object, spin the thimble smoothly, with
your fingers, when the spindle finally touches the object, spin 3 or 4 times the thimble at a
uniform speed.
This is important because if we approach the object fast, the spindle could apply excessive
force to the object and the measurement could be wrong.

Figure 4
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-

Figure 5
When the measurement is complete, separate the spindle from the object spinning the
thimble in the opposite direction. Before doing that, write down all the measurements in a
digital file or in a paper to have control over the process and so you can work with the data
obtained afterwards.

3) To conclude with the preparation of the test, we will weight every test-bar using a precision
scale precise enough to read thousandths of grams (Figure 6). Before doing any weighting
make sure to tare the scale (yellow button). We will also include this data into our data
sheet.
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Figure 6
4.3. Machine servicing
1) Turn on both computers. The computer on the left will be the one connected to the
Microtest machine data acquisition system, which software will allow us to control the
machine. On the other side, the computer on the right will contain Spider’s acquisition data
system, which we will use to obtain the data from the test because it is more precise than
the previous one.
With the left computer we will control the test’s execution parameters while the computer
on the right we will acquire the data that we will have to analyse.

Figure 7
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2) Spider’s acquisition data module connection.
- First we will connect to the electric grid the Spider’s power transformer using a PS/2 cable
(Figure 8).

-

-

Figure 8
We will activate its own power supply (Figure 9).

Figure 9
Turn on the Spider’s module pressing the button placed at the back of the device.
Next we will connect the parallel port cable LPT from the module (where the PC indicates) to
the right computer (Figure 10).
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The parallel port LPT consists of 8 wires that transfer 1 byte every clock pulse. That’s the
reason why they are faster than the ports in serial connection (which transmit 1 bit after the
other) and that’s why we use them in this Project.

Figure 10
There are USB multiplexed USB cables that have been able to accelerate data transfer even
though they are only made of 2 wires, if we could have used them in our experiments the
data would have been even more accurate.
Some port can be swapped to another but the software is programmed to expect the
established configuration and if we would like to change it we would have to change the
parameters in the program (Figure 11).
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Figure 11
-

The last thing is the connection of the extensometers. To get the best measurements of the
lengthening, we will use 2 extensometers and the software will calculate the mean between
the movements that happened during the traction test. To distinguish the 2 extensometers,
we will mark them with 2 different colours; this way we know where we have to place them
according to the previous instructions.
The cables and connectors include a screwing fixing system that makes impossible any
disconnection while the software is getting the data from the tests (Figure 12).
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Figure 12
3) Preparation of the Microtest EM2/20 traction machine.
- First, make sure that the pressurised air’s shut-off valve is closed, this way we will be able to
manipulate the movable parts of the machine without any danger (Figure 13).

Figure 13
-

Next, disconnect the plug that comes from the upper jaw to the pressure system’s control.
To do this press the blue nozzle from the air entrance upwards and then extract the tube
pulling down.
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Figure 14

-

We take off this tube so we can clean the working area and then unscrew the upper section
of the jaw-cell assembly to install the cell that we will use for our tests.
To be able to remove the superior jaw and add our cell, we must disassemble the previous
assembly composed by and adaptor between the force transducer and the superior jaw using
thread and a bolt.
To do this we will unscrew the superior thread, we will remove the bolt and then we will be
able to remove the superior jaw. After this, we will remove the adaptor threaded in the force
transductor (Figure 15).
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Figure 15
-

The next step will be to assemble our 25 kN load-cell. Beforehand, it is important to mention
that the load-cell can hold traction stress but not torsion stress, this means that we have to
be really careful when we have to assemble and disassemble it.
To do the assembly we will have to follow the next steps:
 Screw the load cell with your hands to the max of its capability, gently (Figure 16).

Figure 16
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With the use of the 80-120 spanner wrench, and the help of a 20-22 wrench we will
finish to adjust the the cell with the transductor applying enough force for them not to
move (Figure 17).

Figure 17
 Next we will put the coupler with our hands and then we will tighten it using both the
80-120 and the 35-50 spanner wrenches (Figure 18).

Figure 18


We couple the superior jaw to the coupler, we align them so that we can insert the
bolt and then we block the assembly using a thread. We gird the assembly using the
24-27 ring spanner and the 35-50 spanner wrench, always being careful that we don’t
apply to much force to the assembly (Figure 19).
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Figure 19


The next step is to connect again the pressure tube that we disconnected previously to
the superior jaw so we could assemble everything. After that we will connect it again
to one of the pressurised air entrances (Figure 20).

Figure 20
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To continue, we connect the load-cell to the Spider’s acquisition data system using a
DS/MS cable. To connect it to the load-cell we must press it and twist it, this way it will
stay well attached; the other extreme of the cable will go plugged to the Spider’s
system, screwing to its module (Figure 21).

Figure 21

-

Jaws alignment:
We align the jaws to assure the verticality of the longitudinal axis where they slide and this
way avoid any unwanted rotations while doing the tests.
 Firstly we will open the shut-off valve connected to the jaws, which comes from the
pressurized air from the deposit.
 We will provide the system with a little pressure so that the jaws can hold the
alignment caliber between them (Figure 22).

Figure 22
 We will fix the power guide (caliber) to the superior jaw, to do this we will open the
activation valve to activate the jaw, we will insert the guide and we will block again the
valve (Figure 23).
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Figure 23


To get a minimum distance required between the jaws, we will move the inferior
assembly (inferior jaw) until it reaches the guide’s inferior limit set by the machine
itself (Figure 24).

Figure 24


To move the inferior jaw we will have to go to the left computer’s “Control Panel”.
When we double click it, it will open the Microtest’s software to control the
parameters of the machine (Figure 25).
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Figure 25
 We will activate the joystick by clicking on its button. We will see a green light when
we activate it.
We will modify the speed to 162 mm/min (maximum speed allowed) writing this value
in the speed’s panel and then pressing “ENTER” in the keyboard to confirm the speed
change.
Also, we must click the movement configuration that we want, selecting that we want
an upward movement (Figure 26).

Figure 26
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The only thing left at this point is to activate the ON switch of the machine, turning the
black button to the right (from 0 to 1). After doing this we will be able to use the UP
and DOWN buttons freely to move the inferior jaw to its superior limit (Figure 27)

Figure 27

Once we reach the superior limit, the software will warn us displaying a message that
says that we reached said limit (Figure 28).

Figure 28
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 We will block the inferior jaw’s valve and we will make sure that the alignment caliber
its firmly trapped between both jaws. Then we will give maximum air pressure until we
reach 6 bar (Figure 29).

Figure 29
 To conclude the alignment, we must fixate the thread in under the inferior jaw using
the 20-22 wrench and the 24-27 ring spanner (Figure 30).
Once it’s done, we will make the pressure 0 again. The machine is finally well aligned
and ready to do the tests.

Figure 30

4.4. Traction Test
1) Setting up Microtest SCM3000-Control Panel (left computer).
- This computer has already been set up previously when we did the alignment. We should see
the Microtest SCM3000’s “Control Panel” in the computer screen (Figure 31).
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Figure 31
2) Spider’s Catman Software set up (right computer).
- Open the software “Catman 4.5” from the Spider module.
- In the emerging window “ProgramLauncher” select “Professional” mode and then click Start
(Figure 32).

Figure 32
-

In the following screen, select “OK”. Let it load until the window disappears and the final
screen opens (Figure 33).
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Figure 33
-

Select “File+Open Project” (Figure 34). Next, click in the “CATMAN” folder and a “file
selection” menu should appear. In this menu we select “Traccióambcamera I extensometer60 Hz” and we click “OK” (Figure 35).

Figure 34
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Figure 35
-

Select “Workseet -> I/O Definition”. It will appear a window where we can see “I/O
Channels” and then make sure that all the devices appear on the list (Figure 36).

Figure 36
-

We will select “DeviceSetups” in the left menu and then we will click on “Tots-els-sensors60Hz.s8”. An emerging window will appear with a section where all the sensors will load
(Figure 37).
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Figure 37
-

Again we will go to the left menu and open the “Measuring” section selecting el “+” symbol
that will appear at the side. Then we will double click “Data Logger” (Figure 38).

Figure 38
-

Another emerging window will appear. In the “Visualitzationwindow” select “y(x) Real-time
graph”, in “Save to database” select “Save all activate channels” and in “online export” select
“Donotextport”. To finish, select “Run” (Figure 39).
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Figure 39
-

A window with the name “Data Logger” a will open with a graph on it. On top of the graph 3
lines should appear; a blue one, a red one and a green one where it reads U10M/25Kn. If this
is not the case, right click on top of the graph and select “Data Sources” in the appearing
menu (Figure 40).

Figure 40
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-

-

We will see an emerging window named “Configure 2D scientificgraph”. In the bottom left
menu in the “Left Y Axis” section the cells that are being represented in the graph will be
shown. Select the cell that we don’t want it to appear in the graph and select “RemovePlot”.
If the cell isn’t shown, in the section “X Data sources” from the emerging window select
“Time Device_1” and in the section “Y Data Sources” select the cell that we want.
In the bottom left side, it will appear the name of the cell and a colored section. If we desire
to change the color, click on top of it and select the wanted color. Select “Add Data Plot”.
Make sure that the bottom left side only shows what we need. After we make sure of it
select “Apply”.

3) Test execution
- It is really important to make sure that there is not pressurised air going into the system so
we can manipulate without any risk the machine’s mobile elements (Figure 41).

Figure 41
-

We put the test-tube in the superior jaw. The test-tube must be in a position where it is held
a bit over the bend radius. Remember that the off-valve must be active; blocking the jaw’s
fixing system.
Fix manually the test-tube, moving downwards the jaw’s mechanism with your fingers
(Figure 42).
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Figure 42
It is important not to fix it with much force because we will have to align it the best way we
can so it stays totally vertical and parallel with the machine.
Now we should have our test-tube fixed in the superior jaw and perfectly aligned with the
machine, and the two jaw’s blocking system off valves activated.
-

Next we will apply pressurised air to the system. It must be a minimum quantity and we will
stop giving more pressure to the system once we see that the lower jaw closes. Then, we will
unblock the off-valve of the inferior jaw so that the lower part of the test-tube is free again
(Figure 43).

Figure 43
-

Placing the extensometers.
The extensometers must be placed in the parallel flat area of the test-tube, vertically and
well centred (Figure 44).
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Once installed, we will apply a bit of force to the middle zone (body) of the extensometer
towards the test-tube to avoid them to slide during the traction test.

Figure 44
We will unblock the extensometers, being careful so that its cables don’t touch the mobile
parts of the machine so the extensometer razor (mobile part during the traction test) has
total freedom of movement.
In the next image we can see from left to right how we go from having the extensometers
blocked to them being unblocked by moving the safety metallic part so we can do the test
(Figure 45).

Figure 45
-

Using the “Data Logger” software on the right computer (Figure 38) we will “Zero balance
active channels” (Figure 46) and then we will run the data acquisition from the Spider
program pressing “Start data acquisition” (Figure 47).
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Figure 46

Figure 47
-

Using the “Microtest-Panel de Control” on the left computer (Figure 26) we will select
“Autocero” (Figure 48) and then we will write down 50mm/min in the area where we can
read the speed and the we will press the “Enter” key.

Figure 48
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-

With this configuration we will use the options from the control panel from the Microtest
Joystick machine to close the inferior jaw to the point where we want to hold the test-tube
(a bit above the bend radius) (Figure 49).
To activate the fixation of the inferior jaw we must activate the blocking valve pressing it
(Figure 50).

Figure 49

Figure 50
-

With the test-tube fixated we return to the “Microtest-Panel de Control” software and we
will select the “Autocero Posición”. This way we are telling the software where our “zero” is
before starting the test (Figure 51).
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Figure 51
This step will also allow us to adjust automatically the position of the inferior jaw in the next
tests, because we have already our “zero” saved in the software.
If we want our lower jaw to place itself automatically in the fixing position we will have to
follow the next steps in the “Panel de Control” software:
 Write a 50mm/min speed value and press “Enter”
 In “Configuration de Movimiento”, click in the figure that shows the up direction.
 In “Final de Rampa”, as we have selected “Autocero Posición” previously, we will write
the value “zero” and we will hit “Enter” to tell the software the point where we want
our jaw.
 We will select the engine by clicking on “Motor”.
 Lastly, we will select “Marcha”. By doing this the machine will place the inferior jaw to
the correct position where the test-tube will be fixed.
-

In the screen where we have the “Data Logger” software we can see that the force that the
load-cell detects is not zero. This happens because we have fixated the test-tube with the
inferior jaw, and the jaw makes a bit of force upwards when it closes.
Moreover, we will have to apply more force to the jaw’s pneumatic system with the intention
that the test must be done without any risk of the test-tube moving or falling from the jaws.
With all this, an initial pre-charge will happen and we will have to counter it in order to make
the traction test without wrong results.
Now we will explain how to suppress the pre-charge that the inferior jaw and the increase of
pressure will apply to the system so that we can start the test with a “zero” force.
 We will go to the “Microtest-Panel de Control” software.
 We change the “Velocidad de Movimiento” value to 2mm/min and then we press
“Enter” to confirm.
 We activate the Joystick option (Figure 52).
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Figure 52
 To make zero the initial force we have to apply simultaneously pressurized air to the
system (a maximum of 2 bar) and press the button that brings the inferior jaw
downwards (in the machine control panel”) (Figure 53).

Figure 53
In the “Data Logger” software screen we will see how when we augment the pressure
that the jaws make to the test-tube it suffers compression stress that must be
suppressed. To do this we will apply a traction force to the test-tube making the
inferior jaw go down using the machine’s control panel joystick until we see in the
screen we are reaching a zero force value while having a 2 bar pressure (Figure 54).
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If we see that reaching the zero in the final moments of the process is being difficult
we can change the speed value to 1mm/min to be more precise in the machine’s
movement.

Figure 54
-

Test’s parameters and execution.
 2 bar pressure
 We go to the “Microtest-Panel de Control” software.
 We change the speed value from 2mm/min to 1mm/min (if we haven’t done it in the
previous section) by writing the value in the speed area and pressing “Enter” (Figure
55)
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Figure 55
 We click on the “Seguridad” button, and then on “Puntos de parada por alarma” we
modify the “Fuerza maxima” option to 10kN and the “Fuerza minima” to 10kN. To do
this we will write the value in their respective areas and we will press “enter” to
confirm the changes (Figure 56).

Figure 56
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 We click on “Acquisition”, in the “Ensayo” area to modify the name of the test and we
press “Enter” to confirm the changes (Figure 57)

Figure 57
 In the same screen we press “Activar” (Figure 58).

Figure 58
 We press “Motor” (Figure 59).
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Figure 59
 We go to the “Data Logger” software
 We stop the data acquisition by pressing “Stop data acquisition” (Figure 60).

Figure 60
 We reactivate the data acquisition by selecting “Start data acquisition” (Figure 61).
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Figure 61
 Immediately after we will go to the “Microtest-Panel de Control” software and we will
start the test by selecting “Marcha” (Figure 62).

Figure 62
 The traction test should be in process.
-

Test’s ending.
 When de test-tube breaks, we will click on the “Stop Data Acquisition” button on the
“Data Logger” window (Figure 63). Next, we will go to the “Microtest-Panel de control”
software and we will hit “Parada”; this will end the test (Figure 64). All this have to be
done quickly. This will prevent us to acquire useless data at the end of the test.
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Figure 63

Figure 64
 Next, we will take off the extensometer- When we are not working with the
extensometer we should put something between the blade and fix them. This is the
proper way of taking care of this tool (Figure 65).
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Figure 65
 We will get the 2 (or more) separate parts of the sample that are still fixed to the
machine. To do this we will unlock the pressure valves from the jaws pulling them,
always being careful and remembering that the pneumatic system is still active (Figure
66).

Figure 66
 Next we we will reduce the pressure to a minimum via the pressure control system and
we will use the air hand nozzle to clean the little remainings of the sample that may
have been broken during the test. This allows us to have a clean working space to
properly test the next samples (Figure 67).
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Figure 67

-

Data storage.
 In the “Data Logger” software, select the save button (the one with a floppy disk
image) (Figure 68).
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Figure 68
 It will appear the emerging window “Data Export”. On the right we will select “ASCII +
Channel Information”, on the middle menu “Channels to be exported” we will select
the information that we want: “Time Device_1”, “U10M/25kN”, “DD1 Blau”, “DD1
Vermell” and “DD1” (Figure 69).
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Figure 69
 We click on unit “D”, “DEFAM” and the button “New Directory”, we create a folder
with our name. When we have our folder selected (double click) we can create a new
one inside this one by clicking again on “New Directory” and we can give it its
appropriate name (Figure 70).

Figure 70
 Lastly we save our folder’s name in the box “File name” and we click “Ok”, this way, we
will save our tests in an organized and rigorous way (Figure 71).
With this we would have completed our PLA sample test.
To do another test we would have to follow again this procedure in a rigorous way so
that we can carry out our tests in a satisfactory way.
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Figure 71

4.5. Disassembly
The disassembly process is divided in two blocks, the first one concerns the electronic part (wires,
software) while the second one concerns the mechanical elements of the traction machine (jaws,
pneumatic system, power cell).
1) Electronic part:
- Disable the traction machine rotating the control panel’s black button to the “0” position
(Figure 27).
- Close the Microtest and Data Logger software.
- Unwire and withdraw the DS/MS cable from the 25 kN power cell (Figure 21).
- Disconnect and withdraw the extensometers, making sure that they are locked (Figure 45).
- Disconnect and withdraw the LPT cable that connects the computer (printer port) on the
right with the Spider (PC port) data acquisition software (Figure 10).
- Turn off the Spider data acquisition module pressing the ON/OFF switch on the back of the
module.
- Disconnect the power supply in the PS/2 cable. This cable connects the “V DC IN” port from
the Spider system with the electric system (Figure 9).
- Disconnect and withdraw the PS/2 cable (Figure 8)
- Turn off the computers.
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Every one of the components will be saved and stored very carefully on its own receptacle, this way
we will make sure that each part is in good conditions to be used in other occasions.

2) Mechanical part:
- First we have to make sure that the pressure system is off, which means that there is no
pressure, this way we will avoid the jaws to activate on accident during their manipulation
when we are doing the disassembly.
The pressure valve must be closed and the pressure indicator must be on “0” bar. Next, we
will disconnect the tube that supplies pressurized air to the jaws (Figure 14).
-

Unscrew the inferior screw that fixates the inferior jaw with the machine’s frame, using the
20-22 open end wrench and the 24-27 ring spanner (Figure 30).
Withdraw the pin that unites the previous group.
Withdraw the inferior jaw.
Unscrew the inferior screw that unites the superior jaw with the 25 kN power cell coupler
using the 35-50 spanner wrench and the 24-27 ring spanner (Figure 19).
Withdraw the pin that unites the previous group.
Withdraw the superior jaw.
Withdraw the coupler that we put in the power cell using the 35-50 spanner wrench and the
80-120 ring spanner (Figure 18).
Unscrew the power cell from the strength transductor using the 80-120 spanner wrench and
the 20-22 open end wrench (Figure 17).

The disassembly has been correctly done.
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9.2. Stress-Strain curves of the specimens made by Filament Fused Fabrication (FFF) subjected to
tensile
Here we show the different Stress-Strain curves for each experiment defined by the orthogonal
arrangement of Taguchi. In each experiment, 5 curves representing the 5 specimens fabricated for
each configuration (experiment) can be seen and then tested under tensile conditions under the
Protocol (section 4.3.2)
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